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performed a few calculations with PT3BTBTz, which has also
been considered for OSCs.61 In the latter, the BT and BTz
subunits are intercalated by three T subunits, as shown in
Supporting Information, Figure S1. A donor formed by n
stacked chains of PTBTBTz or PT3BTBTz oligomers is
denoted (nmon-PT)n or (nmon-PT3)n, respectively, where nmon =
dim, tri, and tet, respectively, for dimers, trimers, and
tetramers, while n = 2, 3. The acceptor domains are composed
of either one or two PCBM molecules, and we consider their
position and orientation with respect to the donor. For a single
PCBM molecule, the position is defined by the closest-lying
donor subunit (T, BT, or BTz), while the orientations are face-
on ( f) or edge-on (e) with respect to the stacked oligomers.
The complexes are thus denoted (nmon-PT)n(PCBM@p)1:o,
where p = bt, btz, or t indicates the position (donor subunit
lying the closest to the PCBM molecule), while o = f, e
indicates the orientation. In case two PCBM subunits are
present, they may be arranged side-by-side (2sd) or in a row
(2rw). The models are therefore denoted (nmon-PT)n(PCBM@

p)2rw:o and (nmon-PT)n(PCBM@p1_p2)2sd:o, with p1_p2 = t_t,
bt_btz.
The excited states of complexes formed by n = 2 stacked

PTBTBTz dimers and a single PCBM molecule with a face-on
orientation are shown in Figure 4a, where the colors indicate
the LD, LA, CT, and MX excitons defined in 9, 10, and 11.
The excitation spectra were obtained from stationary
structures, as described in the Supporting Information (Section
S-II), and approximate absorption cross sections are also
shown. The face-on models have similar features regardless of
the positions (p = bt, t, or btz) of the PCBM molecule. As
shown in Table 2, there are two low-lying absorption bands at
≈2.5 and ≈2.8 eV with oscillator strengths around f ≈ 2 and f
≈ 1, respectively (in case nearly degenerate states contribute to
a given band, we refer to the sum of their strengths). For p = bt
or t, the bright states have LD character, although MX
character for p = btz. For the three systems, a significant
density of LA states is found at the bottom of the bands, that
is, lying below the first bright state (E ≲ 2.55 eV). Only a few
CT excitons are found either below the first bright state, close

Figure 3. (a) Structures of the complexes addressed in the present study (the remaining structures are shown in the Supporting Information,
Figures S2 and S3). In all panels, the donor domain is composed of stacked PTBTBTz dimers, (dim-PT)n, with n = 3 stacked chains in panels (e−
h) and n = 2 stacked chains in the other panels. A single PCBM molecule forms the acceptor domain in panels (a−h). Its relative position, defined
by the closest-lying donor subunit, is indicated as (PCBM@p)1, where p = t (thiophene) in panels (b,d,f,h), and p = bt (benzothiodiazole) in panels
(a,c,e,g). The orientation of the PCBM subunits is either face-on, (PCBM@p)1:f, as in panels (a,b,e,f), or edge-on, (PCBM@p)1:e, as in panels
(c,d,g,h). In panels (i−o), the acceptor domain is formed by two PCBM molecules, either arranged side-by-side (2sd), as in panels (i,j,m), or in a
row (2rw), as in panels (k,l,n,o). The positions are denoted (PCBM@p1_p2), with p1_p2 = t_t, panels (j) and (m), and p1_p2 = bt_btz, panel (i),
where btz indicates the benzotriazole donor subunit.
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Methods

– Excitation spectra obtained with the LC-TD-DFTB method [1] 
implemented in the DFTB+ package [2].  

– Newly optimized OB2 Slater-Koster parameters for H, C, N, O, S

– Partial tuning of the range-separation parameter

– Exciton analysis with the fragment-based one-electron transition 
density matrix  method implemented in the TheoDORE package [3].

[1]. Kranz et al., JCTC 13, 1737 (2017)

[2]. https://dftbplus.org/  

[3]. Plasser, JCP 152 084108 (2020)



delocalization of the CT excitons, and the electron−hole
distances.

2. METHODS
The excitation spectra were calculated with the TD-LC-DFTB
method, described in detail elsewhere,55,57 as implemented in
the DFTB+ code.67 From the formal standpoint, the approach
is similar to linear-response time-dependent density functional
theory (TD-DFT), that is, one has to solve the generalized
eigenvalue equation
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In the expressions mentioned above, Ω denotes the excitation
energies (eigenvalues), εiσ,aσ are orbital energies obtained from
a previous ground-state calculation for spin σ, and (iaσ∥jaσ′)
are generalized electron repulsion matrix elements, which
involve occupied (i, j) and virtual (a, b) orbitals, and account
for the Hartree and exchange−correlation interactions. In TD-
LC-DFTB, the two-electron integrals are computed with a
Mulliken approximation to increase the numerical efficiency.68

The TD-LC-DFTB method is built on the LC-DFTB
counterpart. The Coulomb interaction is split into short- and
long-range components using a Yukawa ansatz,55 and the
DFTB approximation for the short-range contribution is
obtained from the Baer, Neuhauser, and Livshits (BNL)
exchange−correlation functional.69,70 A second-order expan-
sion of the Kohn−Sham total energy around a reference
density matrix is carried out, ρ = ρ0 + δρ, where ρ0 is the sum
of BNL atomic density matrices. While we do not discuss the
approximations employed to obtain the DFTB ground-state
energies,71 we mention the decomposition of the total energy
into two contributions, Etotal = Eel + Erep. The electronic part,
Eel, involves the computation of the Hamiltonian matrix
elements, which only depend on the reference density. The
corresponding diagonal elements are given by the atomic
orbital energies, while the off-diagonal elements are precom-
puted for pairs of elements over a range of internuclear
distances, along with the overlap matrix and the repulsive
energy component. These precomputed values are tabulated in
the Slater−Koster (SK) files.71 The electronic part further
accounts for deviations from the reference density through a
charge−charge interaction term.
An SK parametrization with the range-separation parameter

ω = 0.3a0−1, referred to as the OB2 set, was recently reported
for the H, C, N, and O elements.72 The present calculations
used re-parametrization of this OB2 set, which includes sulfur
and was optimized for five different values of the range-
separation parameter, namely, ω = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and
0.5a0−1. The parameter sets used in this work are deposited in
the Supporting Information. The inclusion of sulfur is essential
for applications in organic electronics, and the range of ω
values allows for partial tuning of range separation, which is
considered important to describe CT excitations.4 The
complete re-parameterization of the OB2 set will be published
elsewhere in the near future.

Our LC-DFTB and TD-LC-DFTB calculations included
dispersion interactions via the Slater−Kirkwood model.73 The
ground-state molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were
based on LC-DFTB energies and gradients either in the
NVE or NVT ensemble. In the latter case, the Andersen
thermostat, built in the DFTB+ code, was employed, with a
reselection probability of 0.2. We did not account for the
dielectric environment since continuum solvation models are
currently not available in the DFTB+ package. A similar study
of polymer/fullerene (P3HT/PCBM) interfaces52 pointed out
that accounting for the dielectric medium essentially gives rise
to a systematic shift of the excitation spectra, not significantly
affecting the photophysics. We expect that the lack of a
solvation model should not affect the main conclusions of the
present work, as they rely only on the relative energies of the
excited states. Finally, the range-separation parameter was set
to ω = 0.2a0−1 for the PTBTBTz/PCBM complexes. This
value was chosen because it provided, among the available ω
values, the smallest |IP − (E+ − E0)| differences (in absolute
value), where E+ and E0 are the energies of the cationic and
neutral species, respectively, and IP is the ionization potential
of the latter.
Other supramolecular models of interest for organic

electronics have been recently investigated using an alternative
version of TD-LC-DFTB.56,74−76 In addition to a different
parametrization, that version also differs from the present one
by not including Hartree−Fock exchange in the DFTB zeroth-
order Hamiltonian (see ref 57). In a nonadiabatic dynamic
study of a pentacene/fullerene complex based on that TD-LC-
DFTB version, Darghouth and co-workers74 have proposed a
value for ω, 0.07a0−1, significantly smaller than those used in
our simulations.
The exciton analysis employed the recently developed77

interface between the DFTB+67 and TheoDORE78 codes. The
latter is a toolbox for the fragment-based analysis of excited
states,60 exploring the one-electron transition density matrix
(1-TDM) between the ground and the I-th excited state, γ0I(re,
rh), where the electron and hole coordinates are indicated as
re,h. Groups of atoms belonging to the system of interest define
molecular fragments. A CT number, for fragments A and B,
can be obtained from the 1TDM by restricting the integrations
over the electron and hole coordinates to the A and B
fragments, respectively
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ΩAB gives the probability to find the hole on fragment A, with
the electron in fragment B, and it can be evaluated by resorting
to a population analysis procedure.58,60 The interpretation of
ΩAB as a matrix defines the electron−hole correlation plots and
allows for the definition of several excited-state descriptors.58

The CT number is obtained from the off-diagonal elements

CT 1

A B A
AB∑ ∑= Ω Ω

≠ (4)

with Ω = ∑A,BΩAB, and it ranges from CT = 0 (ideal Frenkel
exciton) to CT = 1 (ideal charge-transfer exciton). In case the
fragments can be arranged along some direction, such that an
ordering like A = 1, B = 2, and so forth can be meaningfully
assigned, the position descriptor (POS) for the hole (h) and
electron (e) orbitals can be computed as
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delocalization of the CT excitons, and the electron−hole
distances.

2. METHODS
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for applications in organic electronics, and the range of ω
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Our LC-DFTB and TD-LC-DFTB calculations included
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thermostat, built in the DFTB+ code, was employed, with a
reselection probability of 0.2. We did not account for the
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currently not available in the DFTB+ package. A similar study
of polymer/fullerene (P3HT/PCBM) interfaces52 pointed out
that accounting for the dielectric medium essentially gives rise
to a systematic shift of the excitation spectra, not significantly
affecting the photophysics. We expect that the lack of a
solvation model should not affect the main conclusions of the
present work, as they rely only on the relative energies of the
excited states. Finally, the range-separation parameter was set
to ω = 0.2a0−1 for the PTBTBTz/PCBM complexes. This
value was chosen because it provided, among the available ω
values, the smallest |IP − (E+ − E0)| differences (in absolute
value), where E+ and E0 are the energies of the cationic and
neutral species, respectively, and IP is the ionization potential
of the latter.
Other supramolecular models of interest for organic

electronics have been recently investigated using an alternative
version of TD-LC-DFTB.56,74−76 In addition to a different
parametrization, that version also differs from the present one
by not including Hartree−Fock exchange in the DFTB zeroth-
order Hamiltonian (see ref 57). In a nonadiabatic dynamic
study of a pentacene/fullerene complex based on that TD-LC-
DFTB version, Darghouth and co-workers74 have proposed a
value for ω, 0.07a0−1, significantly smaller than those used in
our simulations.
The exciton analysis employed the recently developed77

interface between the DFTB+67 and TheoDORE78 codes. The
latter is a toolbox for the fragment-based analysis of excited
states,60 exploring the one-electron transition density matrix
(1-TDM) between the ground and the I-th excited state, γ0I(re,
rh), where the electron and hole coordinates are indicated as
re,h. Groups of atoms belonging to the system of interest define
molecular fragments. A CT number, for fragments A and B,
can be obtained from the 1TDM by restricting the integrations
over the electron and hole coordinates to the A and B
fragments, respectively
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ΩAB gives the probability to find the hole on fragment A, with
the electron in fragment B, and it can be evaluated by resorting
to a population analysis procedure.58,60 The interpretation of
ΩAB as a matrix defines the electron−hole correlation plots and
allows for the definition of several excited-state descriptors.58
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with Ω = ∑A,BΩAB, and it ranges from CT = 0 (ideal Frenkel
exciton) to CT = 1 (ideal charge-transfer exciton). In case the
fragments can be arranged along some direction, such that an
ordering like A = 1, B = 2, and so forth can be meaningfully
assigned, the position descriptor (POS) for the hole (h) and
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with the exciton position given by

POS 1
2

(POS POS )h e= +
(6)

Ideal Frenkel excitons localized on the donor (LD) and on the
acceptor (LA) are represented in Figure 1b, along with an ideal
CT exciton. The CT and POS descriptors for these excited
states are also indicated, and the corresponding electron−hole
correlation plots are shown in Figure 1c. The POS descriptor is
calculated with the convention D = 1 and A = 2 for the
positions of the donor and acceptor, respectively, whenever the
system is decomposed into two fragments.
The 1TDM can also be interpreted as the exciton wave

function,59 χexc(re, rh): = γ0I(re, rh), which allows for the
definition of the exciton size as the root-mean-square (rms)
distance between the hole and the electron
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The rms distance can be approximately evaluated by defining
atomic pairs, breaking the integrals into atomic volumes, and
assuming the electron−hole distance to be equal to the
distance between the nuclei (dMN) for each atomic pair59

d d1

M N
MN MNexc

,

2∑≈ Ω Ω
(8)

where ΩMN is the Ω matrix, given in eq 3, for the single-atom
fragments M and N.
Figure 1d shows the CT and POS descriptors for the 50

lowest-lying singlet excited states of 10 complexes out of those
considered in the present study. The systems were
decomposed into two fragments, corresponding to the donor
(D) and acceptor (A) domains, and the POS descriptors were
calculated with the positions of the D and A fragments chosen
as 1 and 2, respectively (see eqs 5 and 6). The data points are
somewhat scattered, making the assignment of Frenkel and CT
excitons arbitrary to some extent. Nevertheless, most of the
points lie close to the corners of a triangle whose vertices
correspond to the ideal exciton characters, namely, LD (CT =
0.0, POS = 1.0), LA (CT = 0.0, POS = 2.0), and CT (CT =
1.0, POS = 1.5). We, therefore, employ the following practical
definitions

LD exciton
0 CT 0.25
1.00 POS 1.25

= ≤ ≤
≤ ≤

lmoonoo (9)

LA exciton
0 CT 0.25
1.75 POS 2.00

= ≤ ≤
≤ ≤

lmoonoo (10)

CT exciton
0.75 CT 1.00
1.35 POS 1.65

= ≤ ≤
≤ ≤

lmoonoo (11)

and also assign those not matching the abovementioned
definitions as mixed-character (MX) excitons. Although we
explore different fragmentation schemes, the interfacial CT
excitons are always defined using only two fragments
corresponding to the D and A domains.

Table 1. Lowest-Lying Excited States of the PTBTBTz Monomer and the PTBTBTz2 Stacked Dimera

system Method S1 S2 S3 S4 S5
TD-CAMB3LYP// E 3.017 3.596 4.308 4.530 4.579
B3LYP f 1.022 0.227 0.023 0.015 0.036
TD-LCwPBE// E 3.378 4.011 4.740 4.878 4.993
B3LYP f 1.219 0.103 0.136 0.095 0.007
TD-ωB97XD// E 2.917 3.531 4.382 4.465 4.530
B3LYP f 1.121 0.172 0.038 0.009 0.048

PTBTBTz TD-LC-DFTB// E 2.997 3.639 3.842 4.192 4.201
B3LYP f 1.254 0.200 0.000 0.119 0.000
TD-ωB97XD// E 3.097 3.670 4.538 4.583 4.651
ωB97XD f 1.084 0.180 0.043 0.013 0.060
TD-LC-DFTB// E 3.195 3.796 3.957 4.290 4.294
ωB97XD f 1.187 0.219 0.000 0.038 0.099
TD-LC-DFTB// E 3.351 4.001 4.297 4.520 4.549
LC-DFTB f 1.394 0.070 0.000 0.000 0.031

system method S1 SB1 SB2 SB3 SB4
TD-ωB97XD// E 2.852 3.133 3.544 3.656 4.725
ωB97XD f 0.067 1.247 0.441 0.170 0.266

PTBTBTz2 TD-LC-DFTB// E 3.049 3.262 3.472 3.564 3.799
ωB97XD f 0.095 1.380 0.177 0.111 0.343
TD-LC-DFTB// E 3.204 3.444 4.049 4.559 4.713
LC-DFTB f 0.043 2.247 0.169 0.121 0.165

aFor the monomer, we consider the five lowest-lying excited states, S1 to S5, while for the dimer, S1 and the four lowest-lying bright states, SB1 to
SB4. The energies, E (in eV), and the oscillator strengths, f, were obtained by several methods. TD-M1//M2 indicates that the excited states were
calculated with the time-dependent method M1 at the ground-state geometry optimized with method M2. All DFT and TD-DFT calculations were
performed with the 6-31G* basis set.
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with the exciton position given by
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(POS POS )h e= +
(6)

Ideal Frenkel excitons localized on the donor (LD) and on the
acceptor (LA) are represented in Figure 1b, along with an ideal
CT exciton. The CT and POS descriptors for these excited
states are also indicated, and the corresponding electron−hole
correlation plots are shown in Figure 1c. The POS descriptor is
calculated with the convention D = 1 and A = 2 for the
positions of the donor and acceptor, respectively, whenever the
system is decomposed into two fragments.
The 1TDM can also be interpreted as the exciton wave

function,59 χexc(re, rh): = γ0I(re, rh), which allows for the
definition of the exciton size as the root-mean-square (rms)
distance between the hole and the electron
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The rms distance can be approximately evaluated by defining
atomic pairs, breaking the integrals into atomic volumes, and
assuming the electron−hole distance to be equal to the
distance between the nuclei (dMN) for each atomic pair59
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where ΩMN is the Ω matrix, given in eq 3, for the single-atom
fragments M and N.
Figure 1d shows the CT and POS descriptors for the 50

lowest-lying singlet excited states of 10 complexes out of those
considered in the present study. The systems were
decomposed into two fragments, corresponding to the donor
(D) and acceptor (A) domains, and the POS descriptors were
calculated with the positions of the D and A fragments chosen
as 1 and 2, respectively (see eqs 5 and 6). The data points are
somewhat scattered, making the assignment of Frenkel and CT
excitons arbitrary to some extent. Nevertheless, most of the
points lie close to the corners of a triangle whose vertices
correspond to the ideal exciton characters, namely, LD (CT =
0.0, POS = 1.0), LA (CT = 0.0, POS = 2.0), and CT (CT =
1.0, POS = 1.5). We, therefore, employ the following practical
definitions

LD exciton
0 CT 0.25
1.00 POS 1.25

= ≤ ≤
≤ ≤

lmoonoo (9)

LA exciton
0 CT 0.25
1.75 POS 2.00

= ≤ ≤
≤ ≤
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CT exciton
0.75 CT 1.00
1.35 POS 1.65
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and also assign those not matching the abovementioned
definitions as mixed-character (MX) excitons. Although we
explore different fragmentation schemes, the interfacial CT
excitons are always defined using only two fragments
corresponding to the D and A domains.

Table 1. Lowest-Lying Excited States of the PTBTBTz Monomer and the PTBTBTz2 Stacked Dimera

system Method S1 S2 S3 S4 S5
TD-CAMB3LYP// E 3.017 3.596 4.308 4.530 4.579
B3LYP f 1.022 0.227 0.023 0.015 0.036
TD-LCwPBE// E 3.378 4.011 4.740 4.878 4.993
B3LYP f 1.219 0.103 0.136 0.095 0.007
TD-ωB97XD// E 2.917 3.531 4.382 4.465 4.530
B3LYP f 1.121 0.172 0.038 0.009 0.048

PTBTBTz TD-LC-DFTB// E 2.997 3.639 3.842 4.192 4.201
B3LYP f 1.254 0.200 0.000 0.119 0.000
TD-ωB97XD// E 3.097 3.670 4.538 4.583 4.651
ωB97XD f 1.084 0.180 0.043 0.013 0.060
TD-LC-DFTB// E 3.195 3.796 3.957 4.290 4.294
ωB97XD f 1.187 0.219 0.000 0.038 0.099
TD-LC-DFTB// E 3.351 4.001 4.297 4.520 4.549
LC-DFTB f 1.394 0.070 0.000 0.000 0.031

system method S1 SB1 SB2 SB3 SB4
TD-ωB97XD// E 2.852 3.133 3.544 3.656 4.725
ωB97XD f 0.067 1.247 0.441 0.170 0.266

PTBTBTz2 TD-LC-DFTB// E 3.049 3.262 3.472 3.564 3.799
ωB97XD f 0.095 1.380 0.177 0.111 0.343
TD-LC-DFTB// E 3.204 3.444 4.049 4.559 4.713
LC-DFTB f 0.043 2.247 0.169 0.121 0.165

aFor the monomer, we consider the five lowest-lying excited states, S1 to S5, while for the dimer, S1 and the four lowest-lying bright states, SB1 to
SB4. The energies, E (in eV), and the oscillator strengths, f, were obtained by several methods. TD-M1//M2 indicates that the excited states were
calculated with the time-dependent method M1 at the ground-state geometry optimized with method M2. All DFT and TD-DFT calculations were
performed with the 6-31G* basis set.
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Ideal Frenkel excitons localized on the donor (LD) and on the
acceptor (LA) are represented in Figure 1b, along with an ideal
CT exciton. The CT and POS descriptors for these excited
states are also indicated, and the corresponding electron−hole
correlation plots are shown in Figure 1c. The POS descriptor is
calculated with the convention D = 1 and A = 2 for the
positions of the donor and acceptor, respectively, whenever the
system is decomposed into two fragments.
The 1TDM can also be interpreted as the exciton wave
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definition of the exciton size as the root-mean-square (rms)
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atomic pairs, breaking the integrals into atomic volumes, and
assuming the electron−hole distance to be equal to the
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where ΩMN is the Ω matrix, given in eq 3, for the single-atom
fragments M and N.
Figure 1d shows the CT and POS descriptors for the 50

lowest-lying singlet excited states of 10 complexes out of those
considered in the present study. The systems were
decomposed into two fragments, corresponding to the donor
(D) and acceptor (A) domains, and the POS descriptors were
calculated with the positions of the D and A fragments chosen
as 1 and 2, respectively (see eqs 5 and 6). The data points are
somewhat scattered, making the assignment of Frenkel and CT
excitons arbitrary to some extent. Nevertheless, most of the
points lie close to the corners of a triangle whose vertices
correspond to the ideal exciton characters, namely, LD (CT =
0.0, POS = 1.0), LA (CT = 0.0, POS = 2.0), and CT (CT =
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and also assign those not matching the abovementioned
definitions as mixed-character (MX) excitons. Although we
explore different fragmentation schemes, the interfacial CT
excitons are always defined using only two fragments
corresponding to the D and A domains.
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B3LYP f 1.022 0.227 0.023 0.015 0.036
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ωB97XD f 1.187 0.219 0.000 0.038 0.099
TD-LC-DFTB// E 3.351 4.001 4.297 4.520 4.549
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system method S1 SB1 SB2 SB3 SB4
TD-ωB97XD// E 2.852 3.133 3.544 3.656 4.725
ωB97XD f 0.067 1.247 0.441 0.170 0.266

PTBTBTz2 TD-LC-DFTB// E 3.049 3.262 3.472 3.564 3.799
ωB97XD f 0.095 1.380 0.177 0.111 0.343
TD-LC-DFTB// E 3.204 3.444 4.049 4.559 4.713
LC-DFTB f 0.043 2.247 0.169 0.121 0.165

aFor the monomer, we consider the five lowest-lying excited states, S1 to S5, while for the dimer, S1 and the four lowest-lying bright states, SB1 to
SB4. The energies, E (in eV), and the oscillator strengths, f, were obtained by several methods. TD-M1//M2 indicates that the excited states were
calculated with the time-dependent method M1 at the ground-state geometry optimized with method M2. All DFT and TD-DFT calculations were
performed with the 6-31G* basis set.
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character of electronic states, for example, when many
electron−hole pairs have significant weights in a given excited
state or for systems having multiple chromophores.
In this work, we address the CT excitons of polymer/

fullerene complexes combining the time-dependent long-
range-corrected density-functional tight-binding (TD-LC-
DFTB) method55−57 with the fragment-based analysis of the
calculated excited states.58−60 The fragmentation into sub-
systems has proved to be a useful tool to assign, quantitatively
and unambiguously, the CT character of exciton states. Its
application to DA heterojunctions is particularly appealing
since the interface can be viewed as composed of donor and
acceptor fragments, which can be further decomposed into
oligomer and fullerene fragments. The methodology is applied
to model complexes in which the acceptor domains are
composed of phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM)
and the donor domains of PTBTBTz, a copolymer composed
of thiophene (T), benzothiadiazole (BT), and benzotriazole
(BTz) subunits, as shown in Figure 1a. PTBTBTz is an
example of D−A1−D−A2 dual-band polymers,61 which have
been considered for application in photovoltaics61−64 and
organic electronics.65,66 Those copolymers are characterized by
bright excitations from the donor subunit (T in the present
case) to the strong and weak acceptor subunits (BT and
BTz)the latter acceptor subunits in the PTBTBTz donor

domain should not be confused with the acceptor domains of
the DA complexes.
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our purposes because (i) in addition to cold and hot CT
excitons, the dual-band character is expected to give rise to
interband CT states; (ii) the relationship between the complex
geometry and CT states can be affected by the two absorption
bands arising from the electron transfer to two distinct polymer
subunits; and (iii) the BT and BTz acceptor subunits are
moderately sized compared to those employed in other D−
A1−D−A2 polymers,61 thus helping to manage the computa-
tional effort. We explored 17 DA complexes of different sizes
and geometries obtained from both geometry optimizations
and room-temperature molecular dynamics (MD) simulations.
The excited-state analysis employed different fragmentation
schemes and exciton properties to draw, as much as possible,
general conclusions not restricted to the properties of the
PTBTBTz/PCBM system. We explore the edge-on and face-
on orientations of the DA domains, which are known to
correlate with the device performance,6,47,51,52 different closest-
approach positions of the acceptor molecules along the donor
chains, and also the size of the domains. The fragment-based
analysis is further applied to physical properties expected to
affect the excited-state dynamics, such as the degree of CT,

Figure 1. (a) Structures of PCBM and PTBTBTz monomers, with the T, BT, and BTz subunits indicated for the latter. The sulfur atoms are
represented in yellow, oxygen in red, nitrogen in deep blue, carbon in light blue, and hydrogen in white. (b) Ideal excited states: Frenkel exciton
localized on the donor domain (LD); Frenkel exciton localized on the acceptor domain (LA); and charge-transfer (CT) exciton. In the three
panels, the electron and hole locations are indicated by the negative (red) and positive (blue) signs. The values of the CT and POS descriptors for
the ideal excitations are also given in the panels, according to eqs 4 and 6. The donor and acceptor positions are defined as 1 and 2, respectively. (c)
Electron−hole correlation plots for the ideal LD, LA, and CT excited states, according to eq 3. The electron and hole axes are also shown. (d) CT
and position (POS) descriptors for the excited states of several complexes, where the lowest-lying 50 excited states were calculated in each case.
The model systems are (A) (dim-PT)2:(PCBM@bt)1:f; (B) (dim-PT)2:(PCNM@btz)1:f; (C) (dim-PT)2:(PCBM@t)1:f; (D) (dim-PT)2:(F@
bt)1:e; (E) (dim-PT)2:(PCBM@t)1:e; (F) (dim-PT)3:(PCBM@bt)1:f; (G) (dim-PT)3:(PCBM@btz)1:f; (H) (dim-PT)3:(PCBM@t)1:f; (I) (dim-
PT3)2:(PCBM@btz)1:f; and (J) (dim-PT3)2:(PCBM@t)1:f. The shaded areas highlight the practical definitions of LD (green), LA (purple), and
CT (red) excitons.
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delocalization of the CT excitons, and the electron−hole
distances.

2. METHODS
The excitation spectra were calculated with the TD-LC-DFTB
method, described in detail elsewhere,55,57 as implemented in
the DFTB+ code.67 From the formal standpoint, the approach
is similar to linear-response time-dependent density functional
theory (TD-DFT), that is, one has to solve the generalized
eigenvalue equation
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where the A and B matrices are given by
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In the expressions mentioned above, Ω denotes the excitation
energies (eigenvalues), εiσ,aσ are orbital energies obtained from
a previous ground-state calculation for spin σ, and (iaσ∥jaσ′)
are generalized electron repulsion matrix elements, which
involve occupied (i, j) and virtual (a, b) orbitals, and account
for the Hartree and exchange−correlation interactions. In TD-
LC-DFTB, the two-electron integrals are computed with a
Mulliken approximation to increase the numerical efficiency.68

The TD-LC-DFTB method is built on the LC-DFTB
counterpart. The Coulomb interaction is split into short- and
long-range components using a Yukawa ansatz,55 and the
DFTB approximation for the short-range contribution is
obtained from the Baer, Neuhauser, and Livshits (BNL)
exchange−correlation functional.69,70 A second-order expan-
sion of the Kohn−Sham total energy around a reference
density matrix is carried out, ρ = ρ0 + δρ, where ρ0 is the sum
of BNL atomic density matrices. While we do not discuss the
approximations employed to obtain the DFTB ground-state
energies,71 we mention the decomposition of the total energy
into two contributions, Etotal = Eel + Erep. The electronic part,
Eel, involves the computation of the Hamiltonian matrix
elements, which only depend on the reference density. The
corresponding diagonal elements are given by the atomic
orbital energies, while the off-diagonal elements are precom-
puted for pairs of elements over a range of internuclear
distances, along with the overlap matrix and the repulsive
energy component. These precomputed values are tabulated in
the Slater−Koster (SK) files.71 The electronic part further
accounts for deviations from the reference density through a
charge−charge interaction term.
An SK parametrization with the range-separation parameter

ω = 0.3a0−1, referred to as the OB2 set, was recently reported
for the H, C, N, and O elements.72 The present calculations
used re-parametrization of this OB2 set, which includes sulfur
and was optimized for five different values of the range-
separation parameter, namely, ω = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and
0.5a0−1. The parameter sets used in this work are deposited in
the Supporting Information. The inclusion of sulfur is essential
for applications in organic electronics, and the range of ω
values allows for partial tuning of range separation, which is
considered important to describe CT excitations.4 The
complete re-parameterization of the OB2 set will be published
elsewhere in the near future.

Our LC-DFTB and TD-LC-DFTB calculations included
dispersion interactions via the Slater−Kirkwood model.73 The
ground-state molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were
based on LC-DFTB energies and gradients either in the
NVE or NVT ensemble. In the latter case, the Andersen
thermostat, built in the DFTB+ code, was employed, with a
reselection probability of 0.2. We did not account for the
dielectric environment since continuum solvation models are
currently not available in the DFTB+ package. A similar study
of polymer/fullerene (P3HT/PCBM) interfaces52 pointed out
that accounting for the dielectric medium essentially gives rise
to a systematic shift of the excitation spectra, not significantly
affecting the photophysics. We expect that the lack of a
solvation model should not affect the main conclusions of the
present work, as they rely only on the relative energies of the
excited states. Finally, the range-separation parameter was set
to ω = 0.2a0−1 for the PTBTBTz/PCBM complexes. This
value was chosen because it provided, among the available ω
values, the smallest |IP − (E+ − E0)| differences (in absolute
value), where E+ and E0 are the energies of the cationic and
neutral species, respectively, and IP is the ionization potential
of the latter.
Other supramolecular models of interest for organic

electronics have been recently investigated using an alternative
version of TD-LC-DFTB.56,74−76 In addition to a different
parametrization, that version also differs from the present one
by not including Hartree−Fock exchange in the DFTB zeroth-
order Hamiltonian (see ref 57). In a nonadiabatic dynamic
study of a pentacene/fullerene complex based on that TD-LC-
DFTB version, Darghouth and co-workers74 have proposed a
value for ω, 0.07a0−1, significantly smaller than those used in
our simulations.
The exciton analysis employed the recently developed77

interface between the DFTB+67 and TheoDORE78 codes. The
latter is a toolbox for the fragment-based analysis of excited
states,60 exploring the one-electron transition density matrix
(1-TDM) between the ground and the I-th excited state, γ0I(re,
rh), where the electron and hole coordinates are indicated as
re,h. Groups of atoms belonging to the system of interest define
molecular fragments. A CT number, for fragments A and B,
can be obtained from the 1TDM by restricting the integrations
over the electron and hole coordinates to the A and B
fragments, respectively

r r r rd d ( , )AB
A B

h e 0I
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e h∫ ∫ γΩ =
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ΩAB gives the probability to find the hole on fragment A, with
the electron in fragment B, and it can be evaluated by resorting
to a population analysis procedure.58,60 The interpretation of
ΩAB as a matrix defines the electron−hole correlation plots and
allows for the definition of several excited-state descriptors.58

The CT number is obtained from the off-diagonal elements

CT 1

A B A
AB∑ ∑= Ω Ω

≠ (4)

with Ω = ∑A,BΩAB, and it ranges from CT = 0 (ideal Frenkel
exciton) to CT = 1 (ideal charge-transfer exciton). In case the
fragments can be arranged along some direction, such that an
ordering like A = 1, B = 2, and so forth can be meaningfully
assigned, the position descriptor (POS) for the hole (h) and
electron (e) orbitals can be computed as
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character of electronic states, for example, when many
electron−hole pairs have significant weights in a given excited
state or for systems having multiple chromophores.
In this work, we address the CT excitons of polymer/

fullerene complexes combining the time-dependent long-
range-corrected density-functional tight-binding (TD-LC-
DFTB) method55−57 with the fragment-based analysis of the
calculated excited states.58−60 The fragmentation into sub-
systems has proved to be a useful tool to assign, quantitatively
and unambiguously, the CT character of exciton states. Its
application to DA heterojunctions is particularly appealing
since the interface can be viewed as composed of donor and
acceptor fragments, which can be further decomposed into
oligomer and fullerene fragments. The methodology is applied
to model complexes in which the acceptor domains are
composed of phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM)
and the donor domains of PTBTBTz, a copolymer composed
of thiophene (T), benzothiadiazole (BT), and benzotriazole
(BTz) subunits, as shown in Figure 1a. PTBTBTz is an
example of D−A1−D−A2 dual-band polymers,61 which have
been considered for application in photovoltaics61−64 and
organic electronics.65,66 Those copolymers are characterized by
bright excitations from the donor subunit (T in the present
case) to the strong and weak acceptor subunits (BT and
BTz)the latter acceptor subunits in the PTBTBTz donor

domain should not be confused with the acceptor domains of
the DA complexes.
The PTBTBTz/PCBM system is an interesting model for

our purposes because (i) in addition to cold and hot CT
excitons, the dual-band character is expected to give rise to
interband CT states; (ii) the relationship between the complex
geometry and CT states can be affected by the two absorption
bands arising from the electron transfer to two distinct polymer
subunits; and (iii) the BT and BTz acceptor subunits are
moderately sized compared to those employed in other D−
A1−D−A2 polymers,61 thus helping to manage the computa-
tional effort. We explored 17 DA complexes of different sizes
and geometries obtained from both geometry optimizations
and room-temperature molecular dynamics (MD) simulations.
The excited-state analysis employed different fragmentation
schemes and exciton properties to draw, as much as possible,
general conclusions not restricted to the properties of the
PTBTBTz/PCBM system. We explore the edge-on and face-
on orientations of the DA domains, which are known to
correlate with the device performance,6,47,51,52 different closest-
approach positions of the acceptor molecules along the donor
chains, and also the size of the domains. The fragment-based
analysis is further applied to physical properties expected to
affect the excited-state dynamics, such as the degree of CT,

Figure 1. (a) Structures of PCBM and PTBTBTz monomers, with the T, BT, and BTz subunits indicated for the latter. The sulfur atoms are
represented in yellow, oxygen in red, nitrogen in deep blue, carbon in light blue, and hydrogen in white. (b) Ideal excited states: Frenkel exciton
localized on the donor domain (LD); Frenkel exciton localized on the acceptor domain (LA); and charge-transfer (CT) exciton. In the three
panels, the electron and hole locations are indicated by the negative (red) and positive (blue) signs. The values of the CT and POS descriptors for
the ideal excitations are also given in the panels, according to eqs 4 and 6. The donor and acceptor positions are defined as 1 and 2, respectively. (c)
Electron−hole correlation plots for the ideal LD, LA, and CT excited states, according to eq 3. The electron and hole axes are also shown. (d) CT
and position (POS) descriptors for the excited states of several complexes, where the lowest-lying 50 excited states were calculated in each case.
The model systems are (A) (dim-PT)2:(PCBM@bt)1:f; (B) (dim-PT)2:(PCNM@btz)1:f; (C) (dim-PT)2:(PCBM@t)1:f; (D) (dim-PT)2:(F@
bt)1:e; (E) (dim-PT)2:(PCBM@t)1:e; (F) (dim-PT)3:(PCBM@bt)1:f; (G) (dim-PT)3:(PCBM@btz)1:f; (H) (dim-PT)3:(PCBM@t)1:f; (I) (dim-
PT3)2:(PCBM@btz)1:f; and (J) (dim-PT3)2:(PCBM@t)1:f. The shaded areas highlight the practical definitions of LD (green), LA (purple), and
CT (red) excitons.
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represented in yellow, oxygen in red, nitrogen in deep blue, carbon in light blue, and hydrogen in white. (b) Ideal excited states: Frenkel exciton
localized on the donor domain (LD); Frenkel exciton localized on the acceptor domain (LA); and charge-transfer (CT) exciton. In the three
panels, the electron and hole locations are indicated by the negative (red) and positive (blue) signs. The values of the CT and POS descriptors for
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Electron−hole correlation plots for the ideal LD, LA, and CT excited states, according to eq 3. The electron and hole axes are also shown. (d) CT
and position (POS) descriptors for the excited states of several complexes, where the lowest-lying 50 excited states were calculated in each case.
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to the second bright state (E ≈ 2.8 eV), and between these two
bright states (2.55 eV ≲ E ≲ 2.75 eV).
The models with n = 3 stacked PTBTBTz dimers and one

PCBM with a face-on orientation, shown in Figure 4b, have
denser spectra of LD states, as expected. Once more, the
excited states were calculated for stationary structures, with no
important differences arising from the different positions (p =
bt, btz, or t) of the acceptor with respect to the donor (see also
Table 2). The cross sections show an absorption band around
2.9 eV, not present in the models with n = 2 stacking (Figure
4a), in addition to the bands around 2.5 and 2.7 eV. The
second band has the strongest optical coupling for the n = 3
models, with bright states having either LD or MX character.
Despite the differences in the absorption cross sections, the n =
2, 3 stacking models mostly have high-energy CT states, with
only a few of such states lying around and below the brightest
band.
The spectra of the n = 2, 3 stacking models with an edge-on

orientation are shown in Figure 5 for the PCBM positions p =
bt or t. As described in the Supporting Information (Section S-
I), we performed MD simulations before obtaining the
stationary structures. The edge-on models with p = btz
positions sometimes dissociated along the dynamics, so we did
not consider interfaces combining p = btz and o = e. The
absorption cross sections for the models with different

orientations (o = f, e) but same stacking are fairly similar,
since the bright states mostly have an LD character (see
Figures 4 and 5, and Table 2). However, the density of low-
energy CT excitons is higher for the edge-on orientation, and
this effect is more significant for n = 3 stacking and p = t
position. We further investigated the relation between the DA
orientation and CT excitons by selecting geometries from
room-temperature MD simulations in the NVT ensemble,
starting from the stationary structures. In all cases, including n
= 2, 3 stacking, p = bt, btz, or t positions, and o = f, e
orientations, we considered 12 ps trajectories and took either
10 (n = 2 stacking) or 5 (n = 3 stacking) randomly chosen
geometries from the last 10 ps. While the time span of the
trajectories and the number of structures are admittedly
insufficient to sample the thermodynamical ensemble, we
consider initial conditions with different PCBM positions for
each system, and long simulation times in the scale of the fast
vibrational modes (stretching and bending). The procedure is
hopefully adequate to indicate how robust the change in the
density of low-energy CT excitons would be against temper-
ature or fast geometry fluctuations, although keeping the
computation time spent with MD simulations, excited-state
calculations, and exciton analysis at a reasonable level. As
shown in the Supporting Information (Figure S6), the
absorption cross sections change significantly along the MD
trajectories, and the oscillator strengths around 2.5, 2.7, and
2.9 eV change by 1 order of magnitude among the different
snapshots. Ideally, one should perform Monte Carlo
integrations to obtain reasonably converged cross sections,
but this procedure would require longer MD trajectories and
probably 103 to 104 geometries, which would be unfeasible.
We defined cold CT excitons based on two criteria. For each

system, we considered the CT states within a 0.2 eV energy
window (i) above the lowest-lying excited state with CT
character and (ii) above the S1 state. The width of the energy
window is of course arbitrary, but sizeable probabilities for
nonadiabatic transition are expected for energy gaps around
and below 0.2 eV, which justifies the present choice. The
average number of cold CT states obtained from the criterion
(i,ii), respectively, denoted ⟨nCTcold*⟩ and ⟨nCTcold⟩, is shown in
Table 3. The average number of CT states lying below the
brightest ones, ⟨nCTlow⟩, is also presented. In general, the different
positions have a mild impact on the number of cold CT
excitons, although ⟨nCTcold⟩, ⟨nCTcold*⟩, and ⟨nCTlow⟩ tend to be
smaller for p = bt and larger for p = t. The significance of these
differences should be taken with caution in view of the small
number of geometries considered in the averages. The impact
of orientation on the number of cold CT states is much clearer
than that of position, confirming the trends suggested by the
spectra of the stationary structures.
The excitation spectra of the models comprising two PCBM

molecules are presented in Figure 6. For the face-on
orientation, we considered side-by-side arrangements in
which the acceptors lie either on top of BT and BTz subunits
(p = bt _btz) or on top of two T subunits (p = t _t), while for
the edge-on orientation, we only considered the p = t_t case to
prevent dissociation during the MD. In panel (b), we show the
results for the PCBMs arranged in a row at the p = t position.
In view of the weak dependence of the calculated spectra on
positions, the p = bt case is shown in the Supporting
Information (Figure S5), while p = btz models were not
explored. It is clear from Figure 6 and Tables 2 and 3 that the
2-PCBM models share the basic features with the single-

Figure 4. (a) Main panel shows the vertical excitation spectra for the
(dim-PT)2:(PCBM@bt)1:f (I), (dim-PT)2:(PCBM@btz)1:f (II), and
(dim-PT)2:(PCBM@t)1:f (III) systems. The LD states are indicated
in green, LA in purple, CT in red, and MX in gray. The horizontal
arrows point to the brightest transitions, and the geometries of the
model systems are shown on top of the spectra. The right panel shows
the absorption cross section (in arbitrary units) obtained from the
broadening of the vertical spectra with Gaussian line shapes. (b) Same
as in panel (a) for the (dim-PT)3:(PCBM@bt)1:f (I), (dim-PT)3:
(PCBM@btz)1:f (II), and (dim-PT)3:(PCBM@t)1:f (III) systems.
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to the second bright state (E ≈ 2.8 eV), and between these two
bright states (2.55 eV ≲ E ≲ 2.75 eV).
The models with n = 3 stacked PTBTBTz dimers and one

PCBM with a face-on orientation, shown in Figure 4b, have
denser spectra of LD states, as expected. Once more, the
excited states were calculated for stationary structures, with no
important differences arising from the different positions (p =
bt, btz, or t) of the acceptor with respect to the donor (see also
Table 2). The cross sections show an absorption band around
2.9 eV, not present in the models with n = 2 stacking (Figure
4a), in addition to the bands around 2.5 and 2.7 eV. The
second band has the strongest optical coupling for the n = 3
models, with bright states having either LD or MX character.
Despite the differences in the absorption cross sections, the n =
2, 3 stacking models mostly have high-energy CT states, with
only a few of such states lying around and below the brightest
band.
The spectra of the n = 2, 3 stacking models with an edge-on

orientation are shown in Figure 5 for the PCBM positions p =
bt or t. As described in the Supporting Information (Section S-
I), we performed MD simulations before obtaining the
stationary structures. The edge-on models with p = btz
positions sometimes dissociated along the dynamics, so we did
not consider interfaces combining p = btz and o = e. The
absorption cross sections for the models with different

orientations (o = f, e) but same stacking are fairly similar,
since the bright states mostly have an LD character (see
Figures 4 and 5, and Table 2). However, the density of low-
energy CT excitons is higher for the edge-on orientation, and
this effect is more significant for n = 3 stacking and p = t
position. We further investigated the relation between the DA
orientation and CT excitons by selecting geometries from
room-temperature MD simulations in the NVT ensemble,
starting from the stationary structures. In all cases, including n
= 2, 3 stacking, p = bt, btz, or t positions, and o = f, e
orientations, we considered 12 ps trajectories and took either
10 (n = 2 stacking) or 5 (n = 3 stacking) randomly chosen
geometries from the last 10 ps. While the time span of the
trajectories and the number of structures are admittedly
insufficient to sample the thermodynamical ensemble, we
consider initial conditions with different PCBM positions for
each system, and long simulation times in the scale of the fast
vibrational modes (stretching and bending). The procedure is
hopefully adequate to indicate how robust the change in the
density of low-energy CT excitons would be against temper-
ature or fast geometry fluctuations, although keeping the
computation time spent with MD simulations, excited-state
calculations, and exciton analysis at a reasonable level. As
shown in the Supporting Information (Figure S6), the
absorption cross sections change significantly along the MD
trajectories, and the oscillator strengths around 2.5, 2.7, and
2.9 eV change by 1 order of magnitude among the different
snapshots. Ideally, one should perform Monte Carlo
integrations to obtain reasonably converged cross sections,
but this procedure would require longer MD trajectories and
probably 103 to 104 geometries, which would be unfeasible.
We defined cold CT excitons based on two criteria. For each

system, we considered the CT states within a 0.2 eV energy
window (i) above the lowest-lying excited state with CT
character and (ii) above the S1 state. The width of the energy
window is of course arbitrary, but sizeable probabilities for
nonadiabatic transition are expected for energy gaps around
and below 0.2 eV, which justifies the present choice. The
average number of cold CT states obtained from the criterion
(i,ii), respectively, denoted ⟨nCTcold*⟩ and ⟨nCTcold⟩, is shown in
Table 3. The average number of CT states lying below the
brightest ones, ⟨nCTlow⟩, is also presented. In general, the different
positions have a mild impact on the number of cold CT
excitons, although ⟨nCTcold⟩, ⟨nCTcold*⟩, and ⟨nCTlow⟩ tend to be
smaller for p = bt and larger for p = t. The significance of these
differences should be taken with caution in view of the small
number of geometries considered in the averages. The impact
of orientation on the number of cold CT states is much clearer
than that of position, confirming the trends suggested by the
spectra of the stationary structures.
The excitation spectra of the models comprising two PCBM

molecules are presented in Figure 6. For the face-on
orientation, we considered side-by-side arrangements in
which the acceptors lie either on top of BT and BTz subunits
(p = bt _btz) or on top of two T subunits (p = t _t), while for
the edge-on orientation, we only considered the p = t_t case to
prevent dissociation during the MD. In panel (b), we show the
results for the PCBMs arranged in a row at the p = t position.
In view of the weak dependence of the calculated spectra on
positions, the p = bt case is shown in the Supporting
Information (Figure S5), while p = btz models were not
explored. It is clear from Figure 6 and Tables 2 and 3 that the
2-PCBM models share the basic features with the single-

Figure 4. (a) Main panel shows the vertical excitation spectra for the
(dim-PT)2:(PCBM@bt)1:f (I), (dim-PT)2:(PCBM@btz)1:f (II), and
(dim-PT)2:(PCBM@t)1:f (III) systems. The LD states are indicated
in green, LA in purple, CT in red, and MX in gray. The horizontal
arrows point to the brightest transitions, and the geometries of the
model systems are shown on top of the spectra. The right panel shows
the absorption cross section (in arbitrary units) obtained from the
broadening of the vertical spectra with Gaussian line shapes. (b) Same
as in panel (a) for the (dim-PT)3:(PCBM@bt)1:f (I), (dim-PT)3:
(PCBM@btz)1:f (II), and (dim-PT)3:(PCBM@t)1:f (III) systems.
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to the second bright state (E ≈ 2.8 eV), and between these two
bright states (2.55 eV ≲ E ≲ 2.75 eV).
The models with n = 3 stacked PTBTBTz dimers and one

PCBM with a face-on orientation, shown in Figure 4b, have
denser spectra of LD states, as expected. Once more, the
excited states were calculated for stationary structures, with no
important differences arising from the different positions (p =
bt, btz, or t) of the acceptor with respect to the donor (see also
Table 2). The cross sections show an absorption band around
2.9 eV, not present in the models with n = 2 stacking (Figure
4a), in addition to the bands around 2.5 and 2.7 eV. The
second band has the strongest optical coupling for the n = 3
models, with bright states having either LD or MX character.
Despite the differences in the absorption cross sections, the n =
2, 3 stacking models mostly have high-energy CT states, with
only a few of such states lying around and below the brightest
band.
The spectra of the n = 2, 3 stacking models with an edge-on

orientation are shown in Figure 5 for the PCBM positions p =
bt or t. As described in the Supporting Information (Section S-
I), we performed MD simulations before obtaining the
stationary structures. The edge-on models with p = btz
positions sometimes dissociated along the dynamics, so we did
not consider interfaces combining p = btz and o = e. The
absorption cross sections for the models with different

orientations (o = f, e) but same stacking are fairly similar,
since the bright states mostly have an LD character (see
Figures 4 and 5, and Table 2). However, the density of low-
energy CT excitons is higher for the edge-on orientation, and
this effect is more significant for n = 3 stacking and p = t
position. We further investigated the relation between the DA
orientation and CT excitons by selecting geometries from
room-temperature MD simulations in the NVT ensemble,
starting from the stationary structures. In all cases, including n
= 2, 3 stacking, p = bt, btz, or t positions, and o = f, e
orientations, we considered 12 ps trajectories and took either
10 (n = 2 stacking) or 5 (n = 3 stacking) randomly chosen
geometries from the last 10 ps. While the time span of the
trajectories and the number of structures are admittedly
insufficient to sample the thermodynamical ensemble, we
consider initial conditions with different PCBM positions for
each system, and long simulation times in the scale of the fast
vibrational modes (stretching and bending). The procedure is
hopefully adequate to indicate how robust the change in the
density of low-energy CT excitons would be against temper-
ature or fast geometry fluctuations, although keeping the
computation time spent with MD simulations, excited-state
calculations, and exciton analysis at a reasonable level. As
shown in the Supporting Information (Figure S6), the
absorption cross sections change significantly along the MD
trajectories, and the oscillator strengths around 2.5, 2.7, and
2.9 eV change by 1 order of magnitude among the different
snapshots. Ideally, one should perform Monte Carlo
integrations to obtain reasonably converged cross sections,
but this procedure would require longer MD trajectories and
probably 103 to 104 geometries, which would be unfeasible.
We defined cold CT excitons based on two criteria. For each

system, we considered the CT states within a 0.2 eV energy
window (i) above the lowest-lying excited state with CT
character and (ii) above the S1 state. The width of the energy
window is of course arbitrary, but sizeable probabilities for
nonadiabatic transition are expected for energy gaps around
and below 0.2 eV, which justifies the present choice. The
average number of cold CT states obtained from the criterion
(i,ii), respectively, denoted ⟨nCTcold*⟩ and ⟨nCTcold⟩, is shown in
Table 3. The average number of CT states lying below the
brightest ones, ⟨nCTlow⟩, is also presented. In general, the different
positions have a mild impact on the number of cold CT
excitons, although ⟨nCTcold⟩, ⟨nCTcold*⟩, and ⟨nCTlow⟩ tend to be
smaller for p = bt and larger for p = t. The significance of these
differences should be taken with caution in view of the small
number of geometries considered in the averages. The impact
of orientation on the number of cold CT states is much clearer
than that of position, confirming the trends suggested by the
spectra of the stationary structures.
The excitation spectra of the models comprising two PCBM

molecules are presented in Figure 6. For the face-on
orientation, we considered side-by-side arrangements in
which the acceptors lie either on top of BT and BTz subunits
(p = bt _btz) or on top of two T subunits (p = t _t), while for
the edge-on orientation, we only considered the p = t_t case to
prevent dissociation during the MD. In panel (b), we show the
results for the PCBMs arranged in a row at the p = t position.
In view of the weak dependence of the calculated spectra on
positions, the p = bt case is shown in the Supporting
Information (Figure S5), while p = btz models were not
explored. It is clear from Figure 6 and Tables 2 and 3 that the
2-PCBM models share the basic features with the single-

Figure 4. (a) Main panel shows the vertical excitation spectra for the
(dim-PT)2:(PCBM@bt)1:f (I), (dim-PT)2:(PCBM@btz)1:f (II), and
(dim-PT)2:(PCBM@t)1:f (III) systems. The LD states are indicated
in green, LA in purple, CT in red, and MX in gray. The horizontal
arrows point to the brightest transitions, and the geometries of the
model systems are shown on top of the spectra. The right panel shows
the absorption cross section (in arbitrary units) obtained from the
broadening of the vertical spectra with Gaussian line shapes. (b) Same
as in panel (a) for the (dim-PT)3:(PCBM@bt)1:f (I), (dim-PT)3:
(PCBM@btz)1:f (II), and (dim-PT)3:(PCBM@t)1:f (III) systems.
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increased interfacial CT and the higher density of cold CT
states.6

Further insights into the orientation effect on the CT
excitons can be gained from the analysis of the POS descriptor,
defined in eqs 5 and 6. The fragmentation scheme follows the
conventions shown in Figures 7b and 8b for the models with n
= 2, 3 stacking, respectively. For decomposition into Nfr
fragments, the oligomer chains are labeled A = 1 to A = (Nfr
− 1), from the furthest- to the closest-lying one with respect to
the PCBM molecule, which is labeled A = Nfr. While the
positions might not be as meaningful for the edge-on
orientation, since the fragments are not aligned, the POS
descriptor can still be interpreted as a weighted contribution
from the fragments to the excitons. The POS descriptor for the
CT states of the n = 2 stacking models is presented in Figure
7a as a function of excitation energy. We only show the data
points for the stationary structures to avoid overloading the
panel, but the results are representative (similar to those
obtained for the other geometries considered in Table 3). The
vertical shaded areas indicate the energy range of the bright
states, where the brightest ones lie around ≈2.55 eV. The CT
numbers, given in the color map, were obtained for two
fragments, corresponding to the donor and acceptor domains,
for consistency with the previous results (this procedure also

avoids the fact that an LD state involving CT between the
oligomer chains can be assigned as a CT exciton). From eqs 5
and 6, a CT exciton with the hole fully localized on the
fragment A = 1 and the electron fully localized on the fragment
A = 3 will have POS = 2.00. Accordingly, POS = 2.50 results
from hole localization on the A = 2 fragment, while POS = 2.25
from an evenly delocalized hole over the A = 1, 2 fragments.
These ideal cases are also indicated by the dashed lines. The
cold excitons of structures with a face-on orientation essentially
arise from (A = 2 → B = 3) transitions, where A and B denote,
respectively, the fragments where the hole and the electron
reside. The POS descriptor of those CT excitons also exceeds
the limiting value of 2.50, which indicates the admixture of LA
character, consistent with the relatively low CT numbers,
below 0.85. Only the high-energy CT excitons, lying above 2.8
eV, display significant CT from the A = 1 fragment, although
the POS descriptors for excitons with similar excitation
energies spread considerably between the limits the ideal (1
→ 3) and (2→ 3) transitions. These trends are consistent with
TD-DFT studies on interfacial CT states of DTDCTB/C60
models46 with a face-on orientation. In the cold CT states, the
hole mainly localizes on a single DTDCTB chain, also lying
further from the electron as the energy of the CT state
increases. Co-facial pentacene-C60 systems with a face-on
orientation47 display more significant delocalization of the hole
among the stacked donor chains and also larger electron−hole
distances in larger models containing four pentacene
molecules.
For the structures with an edge-on orientation, one finds

2.00 < POS <2.50 for both cold and hot excitons, pointing out
that CT from either (or both) donor fragments can take place
with no clear dependence on the photon energy. The
electron−hole correlation plots for a few representative CT
excitons of the (dim-PT)2(PCBM@t)1:f and (dim-
PT)2(PCBM@t)1:e models are shown in Figure 7b. The
convention for the hole and electron axes is defined in Figure
1c. The low-energy CT exciton of the face-on structure (2.42
eV) mostly arises from the (2 → 3) transition, while in the
high-energy states, the hole resides either on the A = 1 (2.82
eV) or A = 2 (2.84 eV) donor fragments. The admixture of LA
character is fairly clear for the two lowest-lying states (green
shade on the A = B = 3 matrix element). The edge-on
structures show low-energy CT excitons formed by transfer out
of either donor fragment (2.46 and 2.57 eV) or both of them
(2.36 eV). The lack of noticeable LD or LA admixture is also
consistent with the more effective CT, indicated by CT > 0.95.
The POS descriptors for the stationary structures of the

models with n = 3 stacking are shown in Figure 8a. While the
general trends are shared with the n = 2 models, some aspects
are noteworthy. Despite the more thorough CT, with CT ≈
0.90 and a smaller admixture of LD character, the models with
a face-on orientation still show cold CT excitons with holes
mostly localized on the donor fragment lying the closest to the
PCBM molecule. It should be clear that, according to the
decomposition into four fragments, the ideal (1 → 4) and (3
→ 4) transitions result in POS = 2.50 and POS = 3.50,
respectively, while POS = 3.00 reflect either the ideal (2 → 4)
transition, hole delocalization over non-neighboring fragments
(1, 3→ 4), or uniform delocalization of the hole (1, 2, 3→ 4).
Only hot CT states lying above the third absorption band have
prevailing (1 → 4) character. These high-energy excitons with
large electron−hole separations also show the most effective
CT, with CT ≈ 1, although in general, one finds POS > 3.0

Figure 5. (a) Main panel shows the vertical excitation spectra for the
(dim-PT)2:(PCBM@bt)1:e (I) and (dim-PT)2:(PCBM@t)1:e (II)
systems. The LD states are indicated in green, LA in purple, CT in
red, and MX in gray. The horizontal arrows point to the brightest
transitions, and the geometries of the model systems are shown on
top of the spectra. The right panel shows the absorption cross section
(in arbitrary units) obtained from the broadening of the vertical
spectra with Gaussian line shapes. (b) Same as in panel (a) for the
(dim-PT)3:(PCBM@bt)1:e (III) and (dim-PT)3:(PCBM@t)1:e (IV)
systems.
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to the second bright state (E ≈ 2.8 eV), and between these two
bright states (2.55 eV ≲ E ≲ 2.75 eV).
The models with n = 3 stacked PTBTBTz dimers and one

PCBM with a face-on orientation, shown in Figure 4b, have
denser spectra of LD states, as expected. Once more, the
excited states were calculated for stationary structures, with no
important differences arising from the different positions (p =
bt, btz, or t) of the acceptor with respect to the donor (see also
Table 2). The cross sections show an absorption band around
2.9 eV, not present in the models with n = 2 stacking (Figure
4a), in addition to the bands around 2.5 and 2.7 eV. The
second band has the strongest optical coupling for the n = 3
models, with bright states having either LD or MX character.
Despite the differences in the absorption cross sections, the n =
2, 3 stacking models mostly have high-energy CT states, with
only a few of such states lying around and below the brightest
band.
The spectra of the n = 2, 3 stacking models with an edge-on

orientation are shown in Figure 5 for the PCBM positions p =
bt or t. As described in the Supporting Information (Section S-
I), we performed MD simulations before obtaining the
stationary structures. The edge-on models with p = btz
positions sometimes dissociated along the dynamics, so we did
not consider interfaces combining p = btz and o = e. The
absorption cross sections for the models with different

orientations (o = f, e) but same stacking are fairly similar,
since the bright states mostly have an LD character (see
Figures 4 and 5, and Table 2). However, the density of low-
energy CT excitons is higher for the edge-on orientation, and
this effect is more significant for n = 3 stacking and p = t
position. We further investigated the relation between the DA
orientation and CT excitons by selecting geometries from
room-temperature MD simulations in the NVT ensemble,
starting from the stationary structures. In all cases, including n
= 2, 3 stacking, p = bt, btz, or t positions, and o = f, e
orientations, we considered 12 ps trajectories and took either
10 (n = 2 stacking) or 5 (n = 3 stacking) randomly chosen
geometries from the last 10 ps. While the time span of the
trajectories and the number of structures are admittedly
insufficient to sample the thermodynamical ensemble, we
consider initial conditions with different PCBM positions for
each system, and long simulation times in the scale of the fast
vibrational modes (stretching and bending). The procedure is
hopefully adequate to indicate how robust the change in the
density of low-energy CT excitons would be against temper-
ature or fast geometry fluctuations, although keeping the
computation time spent with MD simulations, excited-state
calculations, and exciton analysis at a reasonable level. As
shown in the Supporting Information (Figure S6), the
absorption cross sections change significantly along the MD
trajectories, and the oscillator strengths around 2.5, 2.7, and
2.9 eV change by 1 order of magnitude among the different
snapshots. Ideally, one should perform Monte Carlo
integrations to obtain reasonably converged cross sections,
but this procedure would require longer MD trajectories and
probably 103 to 104 geometries, which would be unfeasible.
We defined cold CT excitons based on two criteria. For each

system, we considered the CT states within a 0.2 eV energy
window (i) above the lowest-lying excited state with CT
character and (ii) above the S1 state. The width of the energy
window is of course arbitrary, but sizeable probabilities for
nonadiabatic transition are expected for energy gaps around
and below 0.2 eV, which justifies the present choice. The
average number of cold CT states obtained from the criterion
(i,ii), respectively, denoted ⟨nCTcold*⟩ and ⟨nCTcold⟩, is shown in
Table 3. The average number of CT states lying below the
brightest ones, ⟨nCTlow⟩, is also presented. In general, the different
positions have a mild impact on the number of cold CT
excitons, although ⟨nCTcold⟩, ⟨nCTcold*⟩, and ⟨nCTlow⟩ tend to be
smaller for p = bt and larger for p = t. The significance of these
differences should be taken with caution in view of the small
number of geometries considered in the averages. The impact
of orientation on the number of cold CT states is much clearer
than that of position, confirming the trends suggested by the
spectra of the stationary structures.
The excitation spectra of the models comprising two PCBM

molecules are presented in Figure 6. For the face-on
orientation, we considered side-by-side arrangements in
which the acceptors lie either on top of BT and BTz subunits
(p = bt _btz) or on top of two T subunits (p = t _t), while for
the edge-on orientation, we only considered the p = t_t case to
prevent dissociation during the MD. In panel (b), we show the
results for the PCBMs arranged in a row at the p = t position.
In view of the weak dependence of the calculated spectra on
positions, the p = bt case is shown in the Supporting
Information (Figure S5), while p = btz models were not
explored. It is clear from Figure 6 and Tables 2 and 3 that the
2-PCBM models share the basic features with the single-

Figure 4. (a) Main panel shows the vertical excitation spectra for the
(dim-PT)2:(PCBM@bt)1:f (I), (dim-PT)2:(PCBM@btz)1:f (II), and
(dim-PT)2:(PCBM@t)1:f (III) systems. The LD states are indicated
in green, LA in purple, CT in red, and MX in gray. The horizontal
arrows point to the brightest transitions, and the geometries of the
model systems are shown on top of the spectra. The right panel shows
the absorption cross section (in arbitrary units) obtained from the
broadening of the vertical spectra with Gaussian line shapes. (b) Same
as in panel (a) for the (dim-PT)3:(PCBM@bt)1:f (I), (dim-PT)3:
(PCBM@btz)1:f (II), and (dim-PT)3:(PCBM@t)1:f (III) systems.
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to the second bright state (E ≈ 2.8 eV), and between these two
bright states (2.55 eV ≲ E ≲ 2.75 eV).
The models with n = 3 stacked PTBTBTz dimers and one

PCBM with a face-on orientation, shown in Figure 4b, have
denser spectra of LD states, as expected. Once more, the
excited states were calculated for stationary structures, with no
important differences arising from the different positions (p =
bt, btz, or t) of the acceptor with respect to the donor (see also
Table 2). The cross sections show an absorption band around
2.9 eV, not present in the models with n = 2 stacking (Figure
4a), in addition to the bands around 2.5 and 2.7 eV. The
second band has the strongest optical coupling for the n = 3
models, with bright states having either LD or MX character.
Despite the differences in the absorption cross sections, the n =
2, 3 stacking models mostly have high-energy CT states, with
only a few of such states lying around and below the brightest
band.
The spectra of the n = 2, 3 stacking models with an edge-on

orientation are shown in Figure 5 for the PCBM positions p =
bt or t. As described in the Supporting Information (Section S-
I), we performed MD simulations before obtaining the
stationary structures. The edge-on models with p = btz
positions sometimes dissociated along the dynamics, so we did
not consider interfaces combining p = btz and o = e. The
absorption cross sections for the models with different

orientations (o = f, e) but same stacking are fairly similar,
since the bright states mostly have an LD character (see
Figures 4 and 5, and Table 2). However, the density of low-
energy CT excitons is higher for the edge-on orientation, and
this effect is more significant for n = 3 stacking and p = t
position. We further investigated the relation between the DA
orientation and CT excitons by selecting geometries from
room-temperature MD simulations in the NVT ensemble,
starting from the stationary structures. In all cases, including n
= 2, 3 stacking, p = bt, btz, or t positions, and o = f, e
orientations, we considered 12 ps trajectories and took either
10 (n = 2 stacking) or 5 (n = 3 stacking) randomly chosen
geometries from the last 10 ps. While the time span of the
trajectories and the number of structures are admittedly
insufficient to sample the thermodynamical ensemble, we
consider initial conditions with different PCBM positions for
each system, and long simulation times in the scale of the fast
vibrational modes (stretching and bending). The procedure is
hopefully adequate to indicate how robust the change in the
density of low-energy CT excitons would be against temper-
ature or fast geometry fluctuations, although keeping the
computation time spent with MD simulations, excited-state
calculations, and exciton analysis at a reasonable level. As
shown in the Supporting Information (Figure S6), the
absorption cross sections change significantly along the MD
trajectories, and the oscillator strengths around 2.5, 2.7, and
2.9 eV change by 1 order of magnitude among the different
snapshots. Ideally, one should perform Monte Carlo
integrations to obtain reasonably converged cross sections,
but this procedure would require longer MD trajectories and
probably 103 to 104 geometries, which would be unfeasible.
We defined cold CT excitons based on two criteria. For each

system, we considered the CT states within a 0.2 eV energy
window (i) above the lowest-lying excited state with CT
character and (ii) above the S1 state. The width of the energy
window is of course arbitrary, but sizeable probabilities for
nonadiabatic transition are expected for energy gaps around
and below 0.2 eV, which justifies the present choice. The
average number of cold CT states obtained from the criterion
(i,ii), respectively, denoted ⟨nCTcold*⟩ and ⟨nCTcold⟩, is shown in
Table 3. The average number of CT states lying below the
brightest ones, ⟨nCTlow⟩, is also presented. In general, the different
positions have a mild impact on the number of cold CT
excitons, although ⟨nCTcold⟩, ⟨nCTcold*⟩, and ⟨nCTlow⟩ tend to be
smaller for p = bt and larger for p = t. The significance of these
differences should be taken with caution in view of the small
number of geometries considered in the averages. The impact
of orientation on the number of cold CT states is much clearer
than that of position, confirming the trends suggested by the
spectra of the stationary structures.
The excitation spectra of the models comprising two PCBM

molecules are presented in Figure 6. For the face-on
orientation, we considered side-by-side arrangements in
which the acceptors lie either on top of BT and BTz subunits
(p = bt _btz) or on top of two T subunits (p = t _t), while for
the edge-on orientation, we only considered the p = t_t case to
prevent dissociation during the MD. In panel (b), we show the
results for the PCBMs arranged in a row at the p = t position.
In view of the weak dependence of the calculated spectra on
positions, the p = bt case is shown in the Supporting
Information (Figure S5), while p = btz models were not
explored. It is clear from Figure 6 and Tables 2 and 3 that the
2-PCBM models share the basic features with the single-

Figure 4. (a) Main panel shows the vertical excitation spectra for the
(dim-PT)2:(PCBM@bt)1:f (I), (dim-PT)2:(PCBM@btz)1:f (II), and
(dim-PT)2:(PCBM@t)1:f (III) systems. The LD states are indicated
in green, LA in purple, CT in red, and MX in gray. The horizontal
arrows point to the brightest transitions, and the geometries of the
model systems are shown on top of the spectra. The right panel shows
the absorption cross section (in arbitrary units) obtained from the
broadening of the vertical spectra with Gaussian line shapes. (b) Same
as in panel (a) for the (dim-PT)3:(PCBM@bt)1:f (I), (dim-PT)3:
(PCBM@btz)1:f (II), and (dim-PT)3:(PCBM@t)1:f (III) systems.
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to the second bright state (E ≈ 2.8 eV), and between these two
bright states (2.55 eV ≲ E ≲ 2.75 eV).
The models with n = 3 stacked PTBTBTz dimers and one

PCBM with a face-on orientation, shown in Figure 4b, have
denser spectra of LD states, as expected. Once more, the
excited states were calculated for stationary structures, with no
important differences arising from the different positions (p =
bt, btz, or t) of the acceptor with respect to the donor (see also
Table 2). The cross sections show an absorption band around
2.9 eV, not present in the models with n = 2 stacking (Figure
4a), in addition to the bands around 2.5 and 2.7 eV. The
second band has the strongest optical coupling for the n = 3
models, with bright states having either LD or MX character.
Despite the differences in the absorption cross sections, the n =
2, 3 stacking models mostly have high-energy CT states, with
only a few of such states lying around and below the brightest
band.
The spectra of the n = 2, 3 stacking models with an edge-on

orientation are shown in Figure 5 for the PCBM positions p =
bt or t. As described in the Supporting Information (Section S-
I), we performed MD simulations before obtaining the
stationary structures. The edge-on models with p = btz
positions sometimes dissociated along the dynamics, so we did
not consider interfaces combining p = btz and o = e. The
absorption cross sections for the models with different

orientations (o = f, e) but same stacking are fairly similar,
since the bright states mostly have an LD character (see
Figures 4 and 5, and Table 2). However, the density of low-
energy CT excitons is higher for the edge-on orientation, and
this effect is more significant for n = 3 stacking and p = t
position. We further investigated the relation between the DA
orientation and CT excitons by selecting geometries from
room-temperature MD simulations in the NVT ensemble,
starting from the stationary structures. In all cases, including n
= 2, 3 stacking, p = bt, btz, or t positions, and o = f, e
orientations, we considered 12 ps trajectories and took either
10 (n = 2 stacking) or 5 (n = 3 stacking) randomly chosen
geometries from the last 10 ps. While the time span of the
trajectories and the number of structures are admittedly
insufficient to sample the thermodynamical ensemble, we
consider initial conditions with different PCBM positions for
each system, and long simulation times in the scale of the fast
vibrational modes (stretching and bending). The procedure is
hopefully adequate to indicate how robust the change in the
density of low-energy CT excitons would be against temper-
ature or fast geometry fluctuations, although keeping the
computation time spent with MD simulations, excited-state
calculations, and exciton analysis at a reasonable level. As
shown in the Supporting Information (Figure S6), the
absorption cross sections change significantly along the MD
trajectories, and the oscillator strengths around 2.5, 2.7, and
2.9 eV change by 1 order of magnitude among the different
snapshots. Ideally, one should perform Monte Carlo
integrations to obtain reasonably converged cross sections,
but this procedure would require longer MD trajectories and
probably 103 to 104 geometries, which would be unfeasible.
We defined cold CT excitons based on two criteria. For each

system, we considered the CT states within a 0.2 eV energy
window (i) above the lowest-lying excited state with CT
character and (ii) above the S1 state. The width of the energy
window is of course arbitrary, but sizeable probabilities for
nonadiabatic transition are expected for energy gaps around
and below 0.2 eV, which justifies the present choice. The
average number of cold CT states obtained from the criterion
(i,ii), respectively, denoted ⟨nCTcold*⟩ and ⟨nCTcold⟩, is shown in
Table 3. The average number of CT states lying below the
brightest ones, ⟨nCTlow⟩, is also presented. In general, the different
positions have a mild impact on the number of cold CT
excitons, although ⟨nCTcold⟩, ⟨nCTcold*⟩, and ⟨nCTlow⟩ tend to be
smaller for p = bt and larger for p = t. The significance of these
differences should be taken with caution in view of the small
number of geometries considered in the averages. The impact
of orientation on the number of cold CT states is much clearer
than that of position, confirming the trends suggested by the
spectra of the stationary structures.
The excitation spectra of the models comprising two PCBM

molecules are presented in Figure 6. For the face-on
orientation, we considered side-by-side arrangements in
which the acceptors lie either on top of BT and BTz subunits
(p = bt _btz) or on top of two T subunits (p = t _t), while for
the edge-on orientation, we only considered the p = t_t case to
prevent dissociation during the MD. In panel (b), we show the
results for the PCBMs arranged in a row at the p = t position.
In view of the weak dependence of the calculated spectra on
positions, the p = bt case is shown in the Supporting
Information (Figure S5), while p = btz models were not
explored. It is clear from Figure 6 and Tables 2 and 3 that the
2-PCBM models share the basic features with the single-

Figure 4. (a) Main panel shows the vertical excitation spectra for the
(dim-PT)2:(PCBM@bt)1:f (I), (dim-PT)2:(PCBM@btz)1:f (II), and
(dim-PT)2:(PCBM@t)1:f (III) systems. The LD states are indicated
in green, LA in purple, CT in red, and MX in gray. The horizontal
arrows point to the brightest transitions, and the geometries of the
model systems are shown on top of the spectra. The right panel shows
the absorption cross section (in arbitrary units) obtained from the
broadening of the vertical spectra with Gaussian line shapes. (b) Same
as in panel (a) for the (dim-PT)3:(PCBM@bt)1:f (I), (dim-PT)3:
(PCBM@btz)1:f (II), and (dim-PT)3:(PCBM@t)1:f (III) systems.
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Population transfer to cold excitons is favored by the higher
density of those states and also by the cascade of CT excitons
lying below the brightest states (see Figures 5 and 6). Once
hot CT excitons are populated from the bright states,
relaxation to lower CT states would require smaller electronic
rearrangement, compared to LD and LA states, such that
stronger diabatic couplings could be expected. Finally, the role
of entropic forces arising from the density of electronic states
in the dissociation of hot CT excitons has been recently
pointed out,6 but we cannot explore those entropy effects
based on the present models.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have employed the TD-LC-DFTB method and fragment-
based 1-TDM analysis to study the CT states of polymer/
fullerene interfaces, exploring models of different sizes, as well
as different positions and orientations of the acceptor
molecules with respect to those of the donor domain. The
orientation effect is significant since the edge-on models have
denser spectra of cold CT excitons, lying below the absorption
bands. This effect was observed for all models addressed in the
present study, taking into consideration both the stationary
structures and the geometries obtained from MD simulations.
The interface orientation is thus expected to have an impact on
the excited-state dynamics and charge-separation mechanisms.
Phases with a face-on orientation favor dissociation from hot

excitons, lying around the brightest bands. Edge-on phases
favor dissociation following relaxation to cold CT states, which
is enhanced by the cascade of CT excitons. These photo-
physical mechanisms, summarized in Figure 12, are consistent
with previous atomistic simulations.52 The exciton analysis also
points out to the formation of low-energy interfacial CT states
with increased electron−hole separation in the edge-on phases.
This effect would also make the charge separation from cold
CT states more efficient, along with the higher density of these
low-energy states.
The position of the acceptor molecules with respect to the

donor is generally less important, although the change in the
excitation spectra from the face-on to the edge-on orientation
tends to be more clear when the PCBM molecule lies closer to
the T subunit of the donor chains. The face-on orientation
gives rise to fewer cold CT states, which also have, on average,
smaller CT numbers compared to the cold CT states in the
models with the edge-on orientation. The degree of CT and
the CT exciton size tend to increase with the excitation energy.
In the edge-on models with a single PCBM molecule, the CT
is favored by longer electron−hole distances arising from hole
localization on donor chains lying far from the acceptor
molecules, while hole delocalization over different donor
chains prevails in the edge-on interfaces. The models with two
acceptor molecules suggest that the electron remains localized
on a single molecule in the cold CT states. The delocalization
over two PCBM molecules was observed for higher energy CT
states, although the impact on the exciton size also depends on
the orientation. Larger excitons are produced by the
delocalization of the electron perpendicularly to the DA
interface. In case the delocalization is parallel to the interface, it
is compensated by the smaller electron−hole distances,
producing moderately sized CT excitons.
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Figure 12. Mechanisms for charge separation. (a) Face-on
orientation. Photoexcitation to an LD bright state is followed by
nonadiabatic population transfer to a hot CT state (rate constant
khot). Decay to the cold CT states (gray wavy line) is not likely to take
place, so charge separation mostly proceeds from the hot CT exciton
(rate constant kCS). (b) Edge-on orientation. Relaxation from the hot
CT exciton to the cold CT excitons (rate constant kcold) is favored by
the high density of low-energy CT states. Charge separation mostly
proceeds from the cold CT excitons at the bottom of the excitation
band.
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Hole delocalization

lying in that range. Also as a rule of thumb, the exciton size
increases with the degree of CT and the excitation energy, as
inferred from Figures 8a and 9a. Inspection of the electron−
hole correlation plots (not shown) indicates that the largest
excitons arise from excitations having either dominant (1, 3 →
4) or (1, 2, 3 → 4) characters. While it makes physical sense
that these transitions produce large excitons, as they maximize
the delocalization of the hole, the present analysis provides
limited information since smaller CT excitons have similar
fragment contributions. Breaking the complexes into more
fragments could provide more detailed information, but we do
not pursue this goal in the present work. In any case, exciton
sizes as large as dexc ≈ 15 Å are found for both orientations,
although the electron−hole characteristics are not the same.
Apart from the delocalization along the chains, the face-on
models produce larger excitons by placing the hole on
oligomer chains lying far from the acceptor, whereas larger
excitons are produced by the delocalization of the hole in edge-
on models.
The delocalization of the hole along the oligomer chains was

further explored with models composed of PTBTBTz
tetramers, namely, (tet-PT)2(PCBM@p)1:f, and also
PT3BTBTz dimers, (dim-PT3)2(PCBM@p)1:f. The data in

Figure 9b, obtained for stationary structures, spread consid-
erably, such that exciton sizes around and below 14 Å are
found for the face-on models built on (dim-PT)2, (tet-PT)2,
and (dim-PT3)2 donors. Nevertheless, larger excitons are
produced using the two larger models, as expected, and the
trend of size increase with the CT number is once more
noticeable. Despite the limited number of data points, the
largest excitons (15 Å < dext < 18 Å) are mostly built on
PT3BTBTz dimers. In general, the (dim-PT3)2 donors remain
more planar during MD and geometry optimization than the
(tet-PT)2 counterparts (see the structures in Supporting
Information, Figures S2 and S3), which favors the delocaliza-
tion of the molecular orbitals and hence the delocalization of

Figure 6. (a) Main panel shows the vertical excitation spectra for the
(dim-PT)2:(PCBM@bt_btz)2sd:f (I), (dim-PT)2:(PCBM@t_t)2sd:f
(II), and (dim-PT)2:(PCBM@t_t)2sd:e (III) systems. The LD states
are indicated in green, LA in purple, CT in red, and MX in gray. The
horizontal arrows point to the brightest transitions, and the
geometries of the model systems are shown on top of the spectra.
The right panel shows the absorption cross section (in arbitrary units)
obtained from the broadening of the vertical spectra with Gaussian
line shapes. (b) Same as in panel (a) for the (dim-PT)2:(PCBM@
t)2rw:f (IV) and (dim-PT)2:(PCBM@t)2rw:e (V) systems.

Figure 7. (a) Position (POS) descriptor for the CT states as a
function of excitation energy. The color map indicates the
corresponding CT numbers. The data points were obtained for the
stationary structures of complexes with n = 2 stacked chains in the
donor domain (dim-PT)2:(PCBM@p)1:f (circles) with p = bt, btz, or
t and (dim-PT)2:(PCBM@p)1:e (triangles) with p = bt or t. The POS
numbers were computed for the three-fragment decomposition shown
on the left-hand side of the panel (b), although the CT numbers were
obtained from a two-fragment (DA) decomposition scheme. The
horizontal dashed lines correspond to the POS values of ideal CT
states with the hole localized on fragment 1 (POS = 2.00), localized
on fragment 2 (POS = 2.50), or evenly delocalized over fragments 1
and 2 (POS = 2.25). The shaded regions indicate the energy range
where the bright states are found (the brightest states of the five
structures lie at ≈2.55 eV). (b) Structures of the (dim-PT)2:
(PCBM@t)1:o models, with o = f, e orientations, are shown on the
left-hand side along with the fragmentation convention. Electron−
hole correlation plots for selected CT states are presented on the
right-hand side, following the convention given in Figure 1c. The CT
states are indicated as “high” and “low” in case they lie above or below
the brightest state.
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lying in that range. Also as a rule of thumb, the exciton size
increases with the degree of CT and the excitation energy, as
inferred from Figures 8a and 9a. Inspection of the electron−
hole correlation plots (not shown) indicates that the largest
excitons arise from excitations having either dominant (1, 3 →
4) or (1, 2, 3 → 4) characters. While it makes physical sense
that these transitions produce large excitons, as they maximize
the delocalization of the hole, the present analysis provides
limited information since smaller CT excitons have similar
fragment contributions. Breaking the complexes into more
fragments could provide more detailed information, but we do
not pursue this goal in the present work. In any case, exciton
sizes as large as dexc ≈ 15 Å are found for both orientations,
although the electron−hole characteristics are not the same.
Apart from the delocalization along the chains, the face-on
models produce larger excitons by placing the hole on
oligomer chains lying far from the acceptor, whereas larger
excitons are produced by the delocalization of the hole in edge-
on models.
The delocalization of the hole along the oligomer chains was

further explored with models composed of PTBTBTz
tetramers, namely, (tet-PT)2(PCBM@p)1:f, and also
PT3BTBTz dimers, (dim-PT3)2(PCBM@p)1:f. The data in

Figure 9b, obtained for stationary structures, spread consid-
erably, such that exciton sizes around and below 14 Å are
found for the face-on models built on (dim-PT)2, (tet-PT)2,
and (dim-PT3)2 donors. Nevertheless, larger excitons are
produced using the two larger models, as expected, and the
trend of size increase with the CT number is once more
noticeable. Despite the limited number of data points, the
largest excitons (15 Å < dext < 18 Å) are mostly built on
PT3BTBTz dimers. In general, the (dim-PT3)2 donors remain
more planar during MD and geometry optimization than the
(tet-PT)2 counterparts (see the structures in Supporting
Information, Figures S2 and S3), which favors the delocaliza-
tion of the molecular orbitals and hence the delocalization of

Figure 6. (a) Main panel shows the vertical excitation spectra for the
(dim-PT)2:(PCBM@bt_btz)2sd:f (I), (dim-PT)2:(PCBM@t_t)2sd:f
(II), and (dim-PT)2:(PCBM@t_t)2sd:e (III) systems. The LD states
are indicated in green, LA in purple, CT in red, and MX in gray. The
horizontal arrows point to the brightest transitions, and the
geometries of the model systems are shown on top of the spectra.
The right panel shows the absorption cross section (in arbitrary units)
obtained from the broadening of the vertical spectra with Gaussian
line shapes. (b) Same as in panel (a) for the (dim-PT)2:(PCBM@
t)2rw:f (IV) and (dim-PT)2:(PCBM@t)2rw:e (V) systems.

Figure 7. (a) Position (POS) descriptor for the CT states as a
function of excitation energy. The color map indicates the
corresponding CT numbers. The data points were obtained for the
stationary structures of complexes with n = 2 stacked chains in the
donor domain (dim-PT)2:(PCBM@p)1:f (circles) with p = bt, btz, or
t and (dim-PT)2:(PCBM@p)1:e (triangles) with p = bt or t. The POS
numbers were computed for the three-fragment decomposition shown
on the left-hand side of the panel (b), although the CT numbers were
obtained from a two-fragment (DA) decomposition scheme. The
horizontal dashed lines correspond to the POS values of ideal CT
states with the hole localized on fragment 1 (POS = 2.00), localized
on fragment 2 (POS = 2.50), or evenly delocalized over fragments 1
and 2 (POS = 2.25). The shaded regions indicate the energy range
where the bright states are found (the brightest states of the five
structures lie at ≈2.55 eV). (b) Structures of the (dim-PT)2:
(PCBM@t)1:o models, with o = f, e orientations, are shown on the
left-hand side along with the fragmentation convention. Electron−
hole correlation plots for selected CT states are presented on the
right-hand side, following the convention given in Figure 1c. The CT
states are indicated as “high” and “low” in case they lie above or below
the brightest state.
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the hole. The exciton sizes for the edge-on models built on
(dim-PT)2 and (dim-PT3)2 donors are presented in Figure 9c.
The latter donors produce larger excitons with more thorough
charge separation. We mention in passing that the
PT3BTBTz/PCBM OSCs are more efficient than the
PTBTBTz/PCBM ones. While we cannot draw conclusions
on the efficiencies of the devices from the present models, the
atomistic simulations point out two aspects that could
contribute to the higher efficiency of the PT3BTBTz/PCBM
cells, namely, the stiffer donor chains that favor exciton
delocalization and larger oscillator strengths (between ≈4 and
≈6 for the brightest bands). Finally, the edge-on PT3BTBTz

models produce considerably larger excitons, 18 Å < dexc < 22
Å, than the face-on counterparts. This is in contrast with the
(dim-PT)3 models, with similar exciton sizes for both
orientations. One must notice, however, that the n = 2
stacking poses a limit for electron−hole separation in the face-
on (dim-PT3)2 donors, preventing the formation of larger
excitons.
We now turn our attention to the delocalization of the

electron, exploring the complexes with two PCBM molecules.
The exciton sizes of the CT states are shown in Figure 10 for
the systems with the acceptor units arranged side-by-side. For
the face-on orientation (circles), the CT excitons lying around
and below the second absorption band (≲2.8 eV) have small
sizes, dexc < 9.0 Å, since they are essentially given by (2 → 3)
and (2 → 4) transitions, according to the fragment labels
indicated in the top panel. The values of the POS descriptor
spread considerably because the charge can be transferred to
either of the PCBM molecules (A = 3 or A = 4). In our

Figure 8. (a) Position (POS) descriptor for the CT states as a
function of excitation energy. The color map indicates the
corresponding CT numbers. The data points were obtained for the
stationary structures of the complexes with n = 3 stacked chains in the
donor domain (dim-PT)3:(PCBM@p)1:f (circles) with p = bt, btz, or
t and (dim-PT)3:(PCBM@p)1:e (triangles) with p = bt or t. The POS
numbers were computed for the four-fragment decomposition shown
on the left-hand side of panel (b), although the CT numbers were
obtained from a two-fragment (DA) decomposition scheme. The
horizontal dashed lines correspond to the POS values of ideal CT
states with the hole localized on fragment 1 (POS = 2.5), localized on
fragment 3 (POS = 3.5), and either localized on fragment 2 or evenly
delocalized over fragments 1, 2, and 3 (POS = 3.0). The shaded
regions indicate the energy range where the bright states are found
(the brightest states of the five structures lie at ≈2.7 eV). (b)
Structures of the (dim-PT)3:(PCBM@t)1:o models, with o = f, e
orientations, are shown on the left-hand side along with the
fragmentation convention. Electron−hole correlation plots for
selected CT states are presented on the right-hand side, following
the convention given in Figure 1c. The CT states are indicated as
“high” and “low” in case they lie above or below the brightest state.

Figure 9. (a) Exciton size against the POS and the CT number, given
in the color map, for the systems indicated in the panel. In each case,
we consider different positions of the PCBM molecule: p = bt, btz, or
t (circles); p = bt or t (triangles). The vertical lines indicate the POS
descriptor values for ideal excitations (see Figure 8a). (b) Exciton size
against the CT number and the excitation energy, given in the color
map, for the face-on models indicated in the panel. The PCBM
positions are p = bt or btz (circles); p = bt or t (squares); and p = bt,
btz, or t (triangles) (c) Same as in panel (b), for the edge-on models
with positions p = bt or t (circles and triangles).
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the hole. The exciton sizes for the edge-on models built on
(dim-PT)2 and (dim-PT3)2 donors are presented in Figure 9c.
The latter donors produce larger excitons with more thorough
charge separation. We mention in passing that the
PT3BTBTz/PCBM OSCs are more efficient than the
PTBTBTz/PCBM ones. While we cannot draw conclusions
on the efficiencies of the devices from the present models, the
atomistic simulations point out two aspects that could
contribute to the higher efficiency of the PT3BTBTz/PCBM
cells, namely, the stiffer donor chains that favor exciton
delocalization and larger oscillator strengths (between ≈4 and
≈6 for the brightest bands). Finally, the edge-on PT3BTBTz

models produce considerably larger excitons, 18 Å < dexc < 22
Å, than the face-on counterparts. This is in contrast with the
(dim-PT)3 models, with similar exciton sizes for both
orientations. One must notice, however, that the n = 2
stacking poses a limit for electron−hole separation in the face-
on (dim-PT3)2 donors, preventing the formation of larger
excitons.
We now turn our attention to the delocalization of the

electron, exploring the complexes with two PCBM molecules.
The exciton sizes of the CT states are shown in Figure 10 for
the systems with the acceptor units arranged side-by-side. For
the face-on orientation (circles), the CT excitons lying around
and below the second absorption band (≲2.8 eV) have small
sizes, dexc < 9.0 Å, since they are essentially given by (2 → 3)
and (2 → 4) transitions, according to the fragment labels
indicated in the top panel. The values of the POS descriptor
spread considerably because the charge can be transferred to
either of the PCBM molecules (A = 3 or A = 4). In our

Figure 8. (a) Position (POS) descriptor for the CT states as a
function of excitation energy. The color map indicates the
corresponding CT numbers. The data points were obtained for the
stationary structures of the complexes with n = 3 stacked chains in the
donor domain (dim-PT)3:(PCBM@p)1:f (circles) with p = bt, btz, or
t and (dim-PT)3:(PCBM@p)1:e (triangles) with p = bt or t. The POS
numbers were computed for the four-fragment decomposition shown
on the left-hand side of panel (b), although the CT numbers were
obtained from a two-fragment (DA) decomposition scheme. The
horizontal dashed lines correspond to the POS values of ideal CT
states with the hole localized on fragment 1 (POS = 2.5), localized on
fragment 3 (POS = 3.5), and either localized on fragment 2 or evenly
delocalized over fragments 1, 2, and 3 (POS = 3.0). The shaded
regions indicate the energy range where the bright states are found
(the brightest states of the five structures lie at ≈2.7 eV). (b)
Structures of the (dim-PT)3:(PCBM@t)1:o models, with o = f, e
orientations, are shown on the left-hand side along with the
fragmentation convention. Electron−hole correlation plots for
selected CT states are presented on the right-hand side, following
the convention given in Figure 1c. The CT states are indicated as
“high” and “low” in case they lie above or below the brightest state.

Figure 9. (a) Exciton size against the POS and the CT number, given
in the color map, for the systems indicated in the panel. In each case,
we consider different positions of the PCBM molecule: p = bt, btz, or
t (circles); p = bt or t (triangles). The vertical lines indicate the POS
descriptor values for ideal excitations (see Figure 8a). (b) Exciton size
against the CT number and the excitation energy, given in the color
map, for the face-on models indicated in the panel. The PCBM
positions are p = bt or btz (circles); p = bt or t (squares); and p = bt,
btz, or t (triangles) (c) Same as in panel (b), for the edge-on models
with positions p = bt or t (circles and triangles).
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calculations, the electron did not delocalize over the two
acceptor units, even for the higher-energy CT states, such that
the largest exciton sizes, dexc ≈ 12 Å, mostly correspond to (1
→ 3) and (1 → 4) transitions, as indicated by the selected
correlation plots in Figure 10. The two PCBM molecules
arranged side-by-side do not give rise to larger excitons
compared to the analogous models, built on (dim-PT)2
donors, with a single PCBM molecule (see Figure 9b). This
result is consistent with TD-DFT computations for pentacene/
C60 models.36 Only the larger systems, comprising three C60
units, have low-energy CT states with electron delocalization
over the acceptor molecules. The negative charge remains
localized on a single C60 for smaller models with up to two
molecules in the acceptor domain.
In the case of edge-on orientation (triangles), we mostly

obtained delocalized holes for the lower-lying CT excitons
produced by (1, 2 → 3) or (1, 2 → 4) transitions, while both
the hole and the electron tend to delocalize for the higher-
energy CT states. The fully delocalized high-energy CT states
are illustrated by the correlation plot in Figure 10, having dexc
≈ 13.5 Å. As for the face-on orientation, the addition of a
PCBM molecule does not significantly alter the sizes of the
largest excitons compared to the similar edge-on models with a
single PCBM molecule (not shown). This happens because the
delocalization of the electron is compensated by the smaller
electron−hole distances.
For the models with two PCBM molecules arranged in a

row, the dependence of the CT exciton sizes with respect to
the POS descriptor and CT number is presented in Figure 11,
along with electron−hole correlation plots for representative
states. Once more, we do not distinguish the positions and
concentrate on the orientations. The CT states of the face-on
systems (circles) fall into three distinct regions. The low-
energy excitons are typically formed by (2 → 3) transitions,
where the donor fragments are labeled 1 and 2, while the
acceptor fragments, 3 and 4, as indicated in the panel. Ideally,

those transitions are characterized by POS = 2.5. The CT
excitons with POS = 2.0 are mostly formed out of (1 → 3)
transitions, having intermediate energies, while only at the
higher energies we observe significant electron delocalization
on the A = 4 fragment, corresponding to the PCBM molecule
lying further from the donor domain. In the latter case, the
exciton sizes significantly increase to dexc ≈ 21 Å. Although the
data points are somewhat scattered, the edge-on models
produce larger low-energy excitons than the face-on counter-
parts, as they allow for the delocalization of the hole over the
oligomer chains. Only for the high-energy CT excitons,
however, the electron delocalizes over the far-lying PCBM
molecule. This combination of a delocalized hole (over the two
stacked chains) and a distant electron produces the largest CT
states among all the models explored in the present study, with
dexc ≈ 24 Å.
The delocalization of the interfacial CT excitons is, of

course, limited by the system sizes, but some of the trends are
compatible with those obtained from tight-binding models for
much larger interfaces.6 In the latter models, the higher-energy
CT states have a band-like structure, approaching charge-
separated states. On average, the electron−hole distances are
smaller for the model in which the hole tends to delocalize
along the DA interface. This result is in line with the present
ones for the models having two PCBM molecules arranged
side-by-side since the high-energy exciton sizes are not
particularly large even when delocalized over all fragments.
In case the acceptor molecules are arranged in a row, the
delocalization of the high-energy CT excitons is more
perpendicular to the interface, producing larger electron−
hole distances. From the photophysics perspective, the present
study points out to similar trends as the previous TD-DFT
study on P3HT/PCBM models.52 Hot CT states, having
energies around the absorption bands, would be expected to
play a more significant part in phases with a face-on
orientation. Cold CT excitons, lying close to the S1 state,
would be more relevant to those with an edge-on orientation.

Figure 10. Exciton size against the POS and the CT number, given in
the color map, for the systems (dim-PT)2(PCBM@p)2sd:f (circles)
and (dim-PT)2(PCBM@p)2sd:e (triangles). In both cases, the data
points include the p = bt_btz, t_t positions. Representative electron−
hole correlation plots are shown above the main panel, with the
fragment labels (1−4) indicated on the top.

Figure 11. Exciton size against the POS and the CT number, given in
the color map, for the systems (dim-PT)2(PCBM@p)2rw:f (circles)
and (dim-PT)2(PCBM@p)2rw:e (triangles). In both cases, the data
points include the p = bt or t positions. Representative electron−hole
correlation plots are shown above and below the main panel, with the
fragment labels (1−4) indicated on the left.
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calculations, the electron did not delocalize over the two
acceptor units, even for the higher-energy CT states, such that
the largest exciton sizes, dexc ≈ 12 Å, mostly correspond to (1
→ 3) and (1 → 4) transitions, as indicated by the selected
correlation plots in Figure 10. The two PCBM molecules
arranged side-by-side do not give rise to larger excitons
compared to the analogous models, built on (dim-PT)2
donors, with a single PCBM molecule (see Figure 9b). This
result is consistent with TD-DFT computations for pentacene/
C60 models.36 Only the larger systems, comprising three C60
units, have low-energy CT states with electron delocalization
over the acceptor molecules. The negative charge remains
localized on a single C60 for smaller models with up to two
molecules in the acceptor domain.
In the case of edge-on orientation (triangles), we mostly

obtained delocalized holes for the lower-lying CT excitons
produced by (1, 2 → 3) or (1, 2 → 4) transitions, while both
the hole and the electron tend to delocalize for the higher-
energy CT states. The fully delocalized high-energy CT states
are illustrated by the correlation plot in Figure 10, having dexc
≈ 13.5 Å. As for the face-on orientation, the addition of a
PCBM molecule does not significantly alter the sizes of the
largest excitons compared to the similar edge-on models with a
single PCBM molecule (not shown). This happens because the
delocalization of the electron is compensated by the smaller
electron−hole distances.
For the models with two PCBM molecules arranged in a

row, the dependence of the CT exciton sizes with respect to
the POS descriptor and CT number is presented in Figure 11,
along with electron−hole correlation plots for representative
states. Once more, we do not distinguish the positions and
concentrate on the orientations. The CT states of the face-on
systems (circles) fall into three distinct regions. The low-
energy excitons are typically formed by (2 → 3) transitions,
where the donor fragments are labeled 1 and 2, while the
acceptor fragments, 3 and 4, as indicated in the panel. Ideally,

those transitions are characterized by POS = 2.5. The CT
excitons with POS = 2.0 are mostly formed out of (1 → 3)
transitions, having intermediate energies, while only at the
higher energies we observe significant electron delocalization
on the A = 4 fragment, corresponding to the PCBM molecule
lying further from the donor domain. In the latter case, the
exciton sizes significantly increase to dexc ≈ 21 Å. Although the
data points are somewhat scattered, the edge-on models
produce larger low-energy excitons than the face-on counter-
parts, as they allow for the delocalization of the hole over the
oligomer chains. Only for the high-energy CT excitons,
however, the electron delocalizes over the far-lying PCBM
molecule. This combination of a delocalized hole (over the two
stacked chains) and a distant electron produces the largest CT
states among all the models explored in the present study, with
dexc ≈ 24 Å.
The delocalization of the interfacial CT excitons is, of

course, limited by the system sizes, but some of the trends are
compatible with those obtained from tight-binding models for
much larger interfaces.6 In the latter models, the higher-energy
CT states have a band-like structure, approaching charge-
separated states. On average, the electron−hole distances are
smaller for the model in which the hole tends to delocalize
along the DA interface. This result is in line with the present
ones for the models having two PCBM molecules arranged
side-by-side since the high-energy exciton sizes are not
particularly large even when delocalized over all fragments.
In case the acceptor molecules are arranged in a row, the
delocalization of the high-energy CT excitons is more
perpendicular to the interface, producing larger electron−
hole distances. From the photophysics perspective, the present
study points out to similar trends as the previous TD-DFT
study on P3HT/PCBM models.52 Hot CT states, having
energies around the absorption bands, would be expected to
play a more significant part in phases with a face-on
orientation. Cold CT excitons, lying close to the S1 state,
would be more relevant to those with an edge-on orientation.

Figure 10. Exciton size against the POS and the CT number, given in
the color map, for the systems (dim-PT)2(PCBM@p)2sd:f (circles)
and (dim-PT)2(PCBM@p)2sd:e (triangles). In both cases, the data
points include the p = bt_btz, t_t positions. Representative electron−
hole correlation plots are shown above the main panel, with the
fragment labels (1−4) indicated on the top.

Figure 11. Exciton size against the POS and the CT number, given in
the color map, for the systems (dim-PT)2(PCBM@p)2rw:f (circles)
and (dim-PT)2(PCBM@p)2rw:e (triangles). In both cases, the data
points include the p = bt or t positions. Representative electron−hole
correlation plots are shown above and below the main panel, with the
fragment labels (1−4) indicated on the left.
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– Face-on models: exciton size increases as the hole lies farthest 
from the electron

– Edge-on models: exciton size increases as the hole delocalizes 
over the stacked donor chains.

– Electron delocatization perpendicularly to the interface produces 
larger excitons.

Insights Into Exciton Sizes
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DFTB

– Second-order expansion of the energy leads to
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– Generalized eigenvalue problem:

– Compressed STOs, Slater-Koster files

Phys. Rev. B  58, 7260 (1998); JPCA 11, 5614 (2007) 



TD-DFTB
– Linear response formalism:

– Generalized 2-electron integrals in terms of transition Mullken 
charges:

J. Mol. Struct. THEOCHEM 914, 38 (2009); JCTC 13, 1737 (2017) 



LC-TD-DFTB
– Yukawa ansatz with Bauer-Neuhauser-Livshits (BNL) XC potential:

– Modified γ integrals

JCP 143 184107, (2015) ; JCTC 13, 1737 (2017) 



1-TDM-Analysis

JCTC 8 2777, (2012) ; JCP 152, 084108 (2020) 

delocalization of the CT excitons, and the electron−hole
distances.

2. METHODS
The excitation spectra were calculated with the TD-LC-DFTB
method, described in detail elsewhere,55,57 as implemented in
the DFTB+ code.67 From the formal standpoint, the approach
is similar to linear-response time-dependent density functional
theory (TD-DFT), that is, one has to solve the generalized
eigenvalue equation
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where the A and B matrices are given by
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In the expressions mentioned above, Ω denotes the excitation
energies (eigenvalues), εiσ,aσ are orbital energies obtained from
a previous ground-state calculation for spin σ, and (iaσ∥jaσ′)
are generalized electron repulsion matrix elements, which
involve occupied (i, j) and virtual (a, b) orbitals, and account
for the Hartree and exchange−correlation interactions. In TD-
LC-DFTB, the two-electron integrals are computed with a
Mulliken approximation to increase the numerical efficiency.68

The TD-LC-DFTB method is built on the LC-DFTB
counterpart. The Coulomb interaction is split into short- and
long-range components using a Yukawa ansatz,55 and the
DFTB approximation for the short-range contribution is
obtained from the Baer, Neuhauser, and Livshits (BNL)
exchange−correlation functional.69,70 A second-order expan-
sion of the Kohn−Sham total energy around a reference
density matrix is carried out, ρ = ρ0 + δρ, where ρ0 is the sum
of BNL atomic density matrices. While we do not discuss the
approximations employed to obtain the DFTB ground-state
energies,71 we mention the decomposition of the total energy
into two contributions, Etotal = Eel + Erep. The electronic part,
Eel, involves the computation of the Hamiltonian matrix
elements, which only depend on the reference density. The
corresponding diagonal elements are given by the atomic
orbital energies, while the off-diagonal elements are precom-
puted for pairs of elements over a range of internuclear
distances, along with the overlap matrix and the repulsive
energy component. These precomputed values are tabulated in
the Slater−Koster (SK) files.71 The electronic part further
accounts for deviations from the reference density through a
charge−charge interaction term.
An SK parametrization with the range-separation parameter

ω = 0.3a0−1, referred to as the OB2 set, was recently reported
for the H, C, N, and O elements.72 The present calculations
used re-parametrization of this OB2 set, which includes sulfur
and was optimized for five different values of the range-
separation parameter, namely, ω = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and
0.5a0−1. The parameter sets used in this work are deposited in
the Supporting Information. The inclusion of sulfur is essential
for applications in organic electronics, and the range of ω
values allows for partial tuning of range separation, which is
considered important to describe CT excitations.4 The
complete re-parameterization of the OB2 set will be published
elsewhere in the near future.

Our LC-DFTB and TD-LC-DFTB calculations included
dispersion interactions via the Slater−Kirkwood model.73 The
ground-state molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were
based on LC-DFTB energies and gradients either in the
NVE or NVT ensemble. In the latter case, the Andersen
thermostat, built in the DFTB+ code, was employed, with a
reselection probability of 0.2. We did not account for the
dielectric environment since continuum solvation models are
currently not available in the DFTB+ package. A similar study
of polymer/fullerene (P3HT/PCBM) interfaces52 pointed out
that accounting for the dielectric medium essentially gives rise
to a systematic shift of the excitation spectra, not significantly
affecting the photophysics. We expect that the lack of a
solvation model should not affect the main conclusions of the
present work, as they rely only on the relative energies of the
excited states. Finally, the range-separation parameter was set
to ω = 0.2a0−1 for the PTBTBTz/PCBM complexes. This
value was chosen because it provided, among the available ω
values, the smallest |IP − (E+ − E0)| differences (in absolute
value), where E+ and E0 are the energies of the cationic and
neutral species, respectively, and IP is the ionization potential
of the latter.
Other supramolecular models of interest for organic

electronics have been recently investigated using an alternative
version of TD-LC-DFTB.56,74−76 In addition to a different
parametrization, that version also differs from the present one
by not including Hartree−Fock exchange in the DFTB zeroth-
order Hamiltonian (see ref 57). In a nonadiabatic dynamic
study of a pentacene/fullerene complex based on that TD-LC-
DFTB version, Darghouth and co-workers74 have proposed a
value for ω, 0.07a0−1, significantly smaller than those used in
our simulations.
The exciton analysis employed the recently developed77

interface between the DFTB+67 and TheoDORE78 codes. The
latter is a toolbox for the fragment-based analysis of excited
states,60 exploring the one-electron transition density matrix
(1-TDM) between the ground and the I-th excited state, γ0I(re,
rh), where the electron and hole coordinates are indicated as
re,h. Groups of atoms belonging to the system of interest define
molecular fragments. A CT number, for fragments A and B,
can be obtained from the 1TDM by restricting the integrations
over the electron and hole coordinates to the A and B
fragments, respectively

r r r rd d ( , )AB
A B

h e 0I
2

e h∫ ∫ γΩ =
(3)

ΩAB gives the probability to find the hole on fragment A, with
the electron in fragment B, and it can be evaluated by resorting
to a population analysis procedure.58,60 The interpretation of
ΩAB as a matrix defines the electron−hole correlation plots and
allows for the definition of several excited-state descriptors.58

The CT number is obtained from the off-diagonal elements

CT 1

A B A
AB∑ ∑= Ω Ω

≠ (4)

with Ω = ∑A,BΩAB, and it ranges from CT = 0 (ideal Frenkel
exciton) to CT = 1 (ideal charge-transfer exciton). In case the
fragments can be arranged along some direction, such that an
ordering like A = 1, B = 2, and so forth can be meaningfully
assigned, the position descriptor (POS) for the hole (h) and
electron (e) orbitals can be computed as
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